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“If, then, your world be such a baffling riddle, it is because you are that

baffling riddle. And if your speech be such a woeful maze, it is

because you are that woeful maze.

Let things alone and labour not to change them. For they seem what

they seem only because you seem what you see. They neither see nor

speak except you lend them sight and speech. If they be harsh of

speech, look only to your tongue. If they be ugly of appearance,

search first and last your eye.

Ask not of things to shed their veils. Unveil yourselves, and things will be

unveiled. Nor ask of things to break their seals. Unseal yourselves, and

they will be unsealed.”

The Book of Mirdad - Mikhail Naimy

“The world in some very real sense is a construct and creation of

thinking beings simply because its properties are so severely tied to

the particular questions we ask of it. But on the other hand, world is

not completely unreal as a result of this; we generally cannot

control the outcomes of measurements. It is precisely because the

outcome of the individual event cannot be determined by law

that the world still has a trace of reality.”

Coming of Age with Quantum Information: Notes on a

Paulian Idea - Christopher A. Fuchs
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Abstract

The idea of wave packet, that clarified many conceptual difficulties, has more recently

been revisited to address interferometric and dynamical issues. Present work focuses on

the spatio-temporal dynamics of the quantum wave packets in the Fermi-Ulam

Accelerator Model. The specific system considered here is a one-dimensional box under

periodic oscillations at one boundary. Such a seemingly simple system can be mapped to

non-trivial problems like BEC trapped in an oscillating cavity or dynamics of atomic

wave packet in different potential in presence or absence of gravitational field. The

system is shown to display rich dynamical features including transitions from regular to

stochastic and further to chaotic domain in classical phase space. We have obtained the

approximated eigen-value solutions of the problem through time dependent

Schrodinger’s equation under rescaling transformations that effectively replace moving

boundary with a static one. Consequently the running time becomes a nonlinear function

of the continuously changing boundary. Based on these solutions, revivals or the

resurrection of the original wave packet, in the driven and un-driven Fermi-Ulam model

are presented. Such revivals correspond to the constructive interference whereas the wave

packet’s collapse owes to destructive interference. Furthermore, interplay of constructive

and destructive interferences also readily mimics the fractional revivals. It is further

demonstrated that initial position and momentum play a highly crucial role in the

emergent revival and fractional revival patterns. It is shown that the symmetries exhibited

by such structures in un-driven systems are usually lost under driven conditions and the

revival/fractional revival times can only be predicted through a transcendental equation

whose solution mainly depends on the strength of the external driving force. In present

thesis we have proposed a comprehensive mathematical technique to calculate these

hitherto unpredictable times. In addition, a graphical method is also suggested to observe

these asymmetric revival/fractional revival times. This apparent asymmetry, do display

an overall periodicity over a comparatively long span covering many times of revivals. It

is found that whenever the ratio between the period of wall oscillation and quantum

revival time `α/β' is a rational number then the revivals time shows a periodicity after β
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number of revival times over α wall oscillation. Standard tools of autocorrelation and

quantum carpets, a consequence of quantum interference, have been employed for visual

manifestation of these revivals. These carpets amply demonstrate the explicit asymmetric

shifting of revival times for the driven case. These micro changes exhibited in quantum

carpet morphologies consequently yield amended phase velocities associated with the

canals and ridges in the driven framework.

Furthermore, to grasp the quantum phase space dynamics in its entirety, we have also

utilized the more sophisticated techniques of the Wigner function and information

entropy. It is demonstrated mathematically that revivals not apparent via autocorrelation

become prominent in the Wigner phase space description along with the appearance of

smooth mini wave packets in the fractional revivals. These interference patterns emerge

due to the state vector formed through the linear combination of Gaussians with different

positions and momenta having pure Gaussian as well as oscillatory terms. Moreover, the

information entropy, like the Wigner function also predicts the revivals when and where

they happen. Thus a rich pattern of fractional revivals, including some altogether new

ones, are observed through this tool in both driven and un-driven situations. Finally we

have elucidated various scenarios including cold atoms in magneto-optical traps where

such a system can be experimentally realized along with the suggestions for future work

in this specific domain.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Classical mechanics deals with perfect determinism which stems directly from the concept of

physical reality, i.e. the macroscopic world that one can see and touch. In 1935 Einstein,

Podolsky and Rosen de�ned the philosophical scenario prevailing in classical physics in their

famous paper by elaborating its fundamental constituents as scienti�c realism, locality (or

Einstein separability) and causality [1]. The strict determinism of classical physics asserts

that a point particle with de�nite mass that moves along a trajectory in three dimensional

spaces can be predicted with cent percent accuracy provided initial conditions are known. This

certainty and concrete causal bounds lead us to de�ne a dynamical system appreciably in

space-time manifold. Another fundamental concept associated with classical physics is that

of electromagnetic waves: an entity not localized in a speci�c position with phase velocity.

These two concepts, particles and waves, were treated as entirely independent entities such

that the particles were not the waves and the waves were not the particles. On the other

hand, quantum mechanics deals with a microscopic world of abstraction. The commonplace

objects are veiled under shadow of wave functions, simple quantities and functions are guised

as matrices, operators-pure constructs of mathematical symbolism with the concrete reality

being lost in the ghost-land of probabilities. Thus, here, in quantum physics the probabilities

of di¤erent kind come into play and well de�ned trajectories becomes density distributions.

These two visions of the world agree, however, and it is now known that classical mechanics is

a consequence and rather a subset of more universal quantum mechanics [2].

Here, in the �rst part of this introduction, we intend to explain brie�y why and how this
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paradigm shift occurred and what are the conceptual foundations of quantum mechanics? What

are the technological achievements there at the front line so for? In the second section, we brie�y

present an overview of the concepts and frontline developments related with the present work.

1.1 Quantum Revolution: Review and Applications

The quantum theory was initially proposed to explain the vast and diverse experimental data

obtained from the phenomena like black body radiations, photoelectric e¤ect and anomalies in

atomic structure [3]. It was found that the classical-statistical formulation is inconsistent to

the extent that it utterly fails to describe the high frequency radiations arising in experimen-

tally recorded emission data of a black body. However, at low frequencies, it was in complete

agreement with experimental data. In case of photoelectric e¤ect, it was observed that emis-

sion of electron from polished metal surface depends solely on the incident frequency of the

impingent electromagnetic wave. This was in contradiction with the classical electromagnetism

where the energy of the radiation is recognized with amplitude and not with respect to the fre-

quency. Similarly the old atomic theory was found su¢ cient to explain the atomic structure of

Hydrogen atom but failed miserably for interpretation of Helium spectrum. These remarkable

experiments explicitly demonstrated that the classical concepts are either de�cient or ine¢ -

cient to explain the underlying physics at microscopic level. Concept of the quantum initially

proposed by Max Planck was further improvised through the idea of quantization of atomic

energy levels in conjunction with the hypothesis of quanta and thus some working postulates

were constructed on axiomatic basis. Planck�s hypothesis of quanta provides the threshold

conditions for the electron�s ejection from the metallic surfaces and hence yields solid basis for

Einstein�s theoretical justi�cation of photoelectric e¤ect. However, it was Robert A. Milikan

who furnished the experimental con�rmation for the hypothesis of quanta in 1915. Thus it is

the Planck�s hypothesis of photons from where the hint of wave-particle duality took its roots.

It now seems straightforward that if the electromagnetic waves are also particle then it is under-

standable to think about the material waves like the one attached with, say an electron. This

is the reason that Louis de Broglie �nally postulated that a particle having momentum can be

equally thought as a wave. The de Broglie�s equation links the wave property (wavelength) and
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a particle property (momentum) and the Planck�s constant appears as the joining glue. Soon

after the proposal, this assumption was fully veri�ed by experiments at Bell Laboratories by

Davisson and Germar as well as that of G. P. Thomson at Imperial College London [3]. Anyhow

despite these remarkable empirical justi�cations, a consistent picture of quantum theory was

absent so far.

This consistent picture of quantum theory which is in front of us today has emerged through

the hectic e¤orts by remarkable physicists like Erwin Schrödinger, Werner Heisenberg, Max

Born, Wolfgang Pauli, Pascual Jordan and Paul Dirac after 1925. Born et al. were able to solve

the problem like harmonic oscillator and resultant is the matrix formulation of the quantum

theory [3]. Further milestone i.e. non-commuting variables and the concept of uncertainty was

introduced by Heisenberg in 1927 [4]. Moreover, apart from the mathematical formulism, the

inherent feature of indeterminism in quantum theory attracted not only the physicists but the

philosophers also. In 1926, Erwin Schrödinger carried out the proposal of wave-corpuscle duality

proposed by de Broglie to material particles satisfying momentum-frequency relations and the

extended result was what is now recognized as Schrödinger�s wave equation. In this di¤erential

equation, momentum and energy are replaced with their corresponding operators. It should be

noted that operators are also used in classical physics, represented by matrices, that are abstract

objects which act on vectors by changing (rotating) them. However, in the usual formulation

of classical physics, there is a clear distinction between operators and physical variables, the

latter are not represented by matrices. In contrast, in quantum mechanical formulation, the

matrices have a double role; mathematically they are operators (because they act on vectors),

while physically, they represent physical variables. In summary, it is natural to assume that all

operators used in Schrödinger wave equation are equally physical. This assumption is one of

the core assumptions of quantum mechanics and makes it di¤erent from the classical mechanics

[5]. The solution of Schrödinger�s wave equation is termed as wave function, usually denoted

by the Greek alphabet psi ( ); which is single valued, square integrable (named as eigen state)

that obeys the inherent quantization. Schrödinger, himself de�nes this function as [6],

"We now seek a function  , such that any arbitrary variation of it the integral of

the said quadratic form, taken over the whole co-ordinate space, (I am aware this

formulation is not entirely unambiguous) is stationary,  being everywhere real,
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single-valued, �nite, and continuously di¤erentiable up to the second order. The

quantum conditions are replaced by this variation problem."

Schrödinger approach was widely accepted and rather appreciated due to two apparent

reasons; �rst, the working formulism of di¤erential calculus was well known as compared to

Heisenberg�s matrix formulism. Secondly, the wave function, whatever it might mean, allows

one to �nd the permitted quantum energy states mathematically in simple cases like hydrogen

atom in an acceptable way (not getting divergent for instance). Paul Dirac, who initiated the

idea that physical quantities are represented by operators, also proposed that quantum states

are vectors in Hilbert space [7]. The controversy between wave equation and matrix formulism

was, however short lived as Schrödinger himself demonstrated that the various versions are

mathematically equivalent and that the wave function can be translated into matrix formulism

as a state vector [6]. However, the wave function which Schrödinger himself called "a new

unknown  " in his fundamental wave equation, though satisfy the mathematical criteria, but

its physical meaning was unclear so for. Initially Schrödinger required that  should be real

but soon he realized that in general it is a complex quantity. This imaginary nature poses

problems for the naive physical existence of the wave function. Max Born was the one who gave

unconventional and rather revolutionary interpretation of the wave function which was quite

a startling idea in the contemporary physics. First, the wave function  is an unobservable

quantity. Second, the square of the wave function j j2, is however an observable quantity

and yields the probability. Thus the quantity j j2 represents neither a particle nor a charge

density, but gives the probability density of �nding the particle at position x at time t . This

interpretation of quantum states with these novel kind of probabilities were new at that time

and Born was well aware of its consequence, he concluded [8],

"Here the whole problem of determinism comes up.... I myself am inclined to give

up determinism in the world of atoms. But this is a philosophical question for which

physical arguments alone are not decisive".

These hectic developments �nally culminated in the shape of a coherent, mathematically

consistent and logically complete structure known as modern quantum mechanics. The era is

marked with the publication of John Von Neumann�s famous classic book, Mathematical Foun-
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dations of Quantum Mechanics that �rst appeared in 1932 [9]. Although, the formulism of quan-

tum mechanics seems to be complete at that time but various philosophical questions related to

the interpretation and philosophical implications raised by Einstein and Schrödinger, remained

undecided and served as a persistent source of curiosity for inquisitive scienti�c minds. In their

opinion the basic task of physics is to provide explanations on realistic grounds. Whereas,

orthodox quantum mechanics believe in indeterminism which is far from classical conceptions

of reality and a quantity can only be real when subjected to a measurement scenario [10]. This

indeterministic nature of quantum mechanics upset the realists, and Einstein�s remark �God

does not play dice with the universe� precisely pinpoint this theme. Apart from indetermin-

ism, Einstein was equally unhappy about Max Born�s probability density interpretation of the

quantum states or that of wave function. Rather, Einstein took  in statistical terms [11],

"The  function does not in anyway describe a condition which could be that of a

single system; it relates to many system to �an ensemble of systems�in the sense of

statistical mechanics".

However, later on many second generation quantum researchers asserted that this ensemble

interpretation cannot explain single particle interference as observed in, for example, two-slit

setup [12] and debate is still alive to some extent [13]. However, the interpretation went out

of fashion with the passage of time. Anyway, the credit goes to scientists-philosopher like A.

Einstein, N. Bohr, E. Schrödinger, E. P. Wigner and D. Bohm for clarifying the yet murky

philosophical foundations of the quantum theory as well as the nature of wave function or

the state vector [14]. It is, however, rather intriguing that the meaning of wave function is

still controversial and the working community is broadly divided into the two distinct camps

of ontologists and epistemologists. Ontologists have strong opinion that quantum states do

possess some kind of physical reality and consequently they must be treated as the states of

nature [13] whereas epistemologists believe that the wave function or the quantum states are

just the state of our knowledge, devoid of any physical existence [15]. On the other hand, when

viewed in historical context, the major research activity in quantum theory was centred around

the experiments and their explanation and here the theory proved itself to be a tremendous

success. The theory explained the atomic and molecular structure upto a remarkable extent
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and proved the way for correct understanding of the chemical bonding [16]. Pioneering work

in the band theory of solids using quantum mechanics was carried out by Rudolf Pierls, Flex

Bloch and Alan Wilson. This further provided foundation for semiconductor physics leading

towards the microelectronics revolution that we now witness in form of computers, internet

and communication industry [17]. Similarly work of R. Feynman, J. S. Schwinger and S.

Tomonaga on quantum electrodynamics yielded results with previously unimaginable accuracy

[18]. The same theoretical tools were later on employed for the uni�cation of natural forces

that led the scientists to unveil the hidden cosmic order [19]. Now under what is termed as the

second quantum revolution, the theory is promising unprecedented computational speedup and

unbreakable, thoroughly secure codes along with many other applications when viewed in the

background of the emerging subject of quantum informatics [20]. Furthermore the same theory

which successfully explained the micro as well as macro-world is now also being employed to

explore the intricacies of life itself [21]. In short, one can safely say that the quantum theory

has changed and rather still changing the human civilization in profound ways-both technically

as well as philosophically.

1.2 Wave packet: Realization and its Dynamics

The introduction of probabilities or, to be precise, probability amplitudes in quantum mechan-

ics has changed the whole idea of the subject and has ushered a new era of the interpretations.

In 1927, Heisenberg suggested the idea of uncertainty for the two non-commuting or comple-

mentary physical quantities, i.e. the measurement of one of the quantities to a certain precision

impose a limit on the precision of measurement on the other quantity. This uncertainty prin-

ciple gave us the footing and understanding of localization of waves through superposition.

Localization of waves is only possible if the waves of slightly di¤erent wavelengths are super-

imposed on each other. These superimposed harmonic waves constitute a wave packet. This

is a purely quantum mechanical concept that brings Planck�s constant into play and has no

counterpart in the classical world. Mathematically the de Broglie matter wave packet or the

light wave packet can be approximated by a sum or superposition as,  �
NP

n=�N
 n, where,  n

are the harmonic waves of di¤erent wavelengths. At initial time all the harmonic waves have
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similar initial phase but, with the time evolution, these phases may develop phase di¤erences

among themselves. The constituents of a wave packet have di¤erent phase velocities associated

with each other and this may consequently lead to the spreading of wave packet in time. Such

spreading of the wave packet associated with the quantum particle is usually termed as col-

lapse phase of the wave packet. This collapse phase results from the destructive interference

among the constituent waves of the wave packet. On the other hand constructive interferences

between the constituent waves (where their respective phases match) leads to the reconstruc-

tions of the wave packet and is termed as the revival. Initially the concept of wave packet

and its splitting, (into re�ected or transmitted and tunneled or not tunneled) was employed

to marvellously explain the experimentally observed phenomena of �-decay and the current

�ows through PN-junctions [22]. The same concept of smearing out of wave function was also

utilized by E. Schrödinger in his, now famous, gedanken cat experiment [23] and by E. Wigner

in that of Wigner�s friend [24] to highlight the measurement related dilemma of the quantum

theory. Similarly, spatial splitting of the wave packet in a double-slit interferometer and the

counterintuitive visualization of a single micro-object like electron being present at two well-

separated places simultaneously prompted R. Feynman to remark that "I think I can safely

say that nobody understands quantum mechanics" [25]. In summary, the utility of the wave

packet concept was, however mainly limited only to either ensemble situations like �-decay or

to the thought experiments because the handling of single, isolated quantum objects was a far

fetched dream when viewed in the background of the technology available in �rst half of the

twentieth century. However, the technological revolution triggered by the second world war and

the subsequent discovery of lasers made it possible to isolate and manipulate single quantum

entities like atoms, ions, electrons and photons [26]. Hence people working in the area started

visualizing the situations concerning single wave packets placed under various potentials and

their respective governed dynamics [27, 28].

With these emerging technologies, matter wave interactions are being studied and an alto-

gether new branch of physics called atom-optics has surfaced. One of the problems associated

with the micro-world objects like atoms is that of their tremendous velocities. However, the

technology of laser cooling and trapping have, by now, solved it in a most promising way. For

example, Rempe�s group [29, 30] and Ovchinnikov et al. [31] have cooled down the atoms to
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microKelvin scales and has brought them to an almost standstill. This achievement made it

feasible to study the dynamics of atomic wave packets and their interaction with electromag-

netic �eld [32, 33, 34]. Further theoretical and experimental investigation on the atom-�eld

interactions in controlled environment led to the development of atomic mirrors, beam splitters

and interferometers where the dynamics of the atomic wave packets can be e¢ ciently modu-

lated and manipulated for the coverage of desired engineering aspects [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40].

Similarly, atomic mirrors have been proposed based on evanescent wave atom-�eld interactions

[41, 42, 43]. Using similar theoretical/experimental techniques, the atomic wave guides [44]

and atomic prisms were also invented [45]. Milestone achievements, based on these tools, have

recently been witnessed through interferometric probing of atomic wave packets [46]. Wave

packet splitting and recombination through Bragg-regime atom interferometry has also been

employed to address the foundational questions of the quantum theory like the relationship

among which-way information, complementarity and the uncertainty principle [47]. Further-

more, with the experimental realization of the old dream of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC)

through Laser cooling of Rubedium, Sodium and Lithium atoms [48, 49, 50], the same atom

optics tools are now being extended to explore this new and rather fascinating state of coherent

matter [41, 51, 52, 53, 54].

An addition to atomic wave packet modulation, the state of the art technology of acousto-

optical modulators has now made it possible to play with the electromagnetic �elds themselves.

This tool provides an e¢ cient and controlled way to modulate the electromagnetic �eld and

has thus opened up a new vista for the discussion of atomic wave packet dynamics under

the speci�cally controlled modulation of the standing-wave light �elds [55]. These technical

achievements have therefore made atom-optics an excellent testbed for experimental exploration

of the classical as well as quantum chaos [27] alongwith many other practically envisionable

applications [56, 57, 58]. In summary, study of wave packet dynamics, as clear from above

discussion, is now a well founded area of atom-optics which is still going through a hectic

research activity and producing quite novel results [27, 28].

Now a wave packet placed in a static one-dimensional well is a trivial textbook problem

which is visualized keeping in view a highly idealized scenario of fully �xed and completely

controllable boundaries. Such a situation is highly unlikely in real world where we always have
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dithering, continuously varying and modulating potentials with the �uctuations coming through

diverse sources including screening or enhancement caused by mutual interactions of various

sources.

In present work, keeping in view the urgent need for a realistic frame work, we have consid-

ered the problem of wave packet dynamics in modulated potentials and have taken into account

the case of a one-dimensional well with the oscillating boundaries. Now, most of the physical

phenomena encountered in atom-optics or even in other �elds can be mapped and approxi-

mated to such a system and the correspondence can be established through the appropriate

adjustment of the boundary conditions. This include, for example,

1. A BEC sample enclosed in a cavity with one oscillating mirror [59, 60].

2. A cold atom traversing a gravitational cavity with the sole mirror engineered from a

modulated evanescent wave �eld [27, 56, 57, 58]

3. Decay from an excited nucleus under liquid drop model [61] or a radioactive decay from a

speci�c nucleus which is simultaneously going through other independent transformation

causing modulation in its potential and,

4. Dynamics of Rydberg�s atomic wave packets placed in modulated external �elds [62, 63,

64, 65, 66, 67].

1.3 Outlines

As stated above, the present work discusses the wave packet dynamics under modulated con-

ditions. The system used here was originally proposed by Enrico Fermi in 1949 to study the

acceleration phenomena of cosmic rays caused by moving magnetic �elds [68]. The simpli�ed

version of this Fermi accelerator is presented by Ulam and its classical dynamics are discussed

by Liberman and Lichtenberg [69, 70, 71, 72]. An approximate solution based on Floquet theory

of such modulated system are discussed by Flatté and Holthaus, both classically and quantum

mechanically [73]. Further this system is studied in quantum mechanics by Peter Seba under

di¤erent types of wall oscillation and shown that there is no unbound acceleration present in
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the Fermi-Ulam accelerator [74]. We here, intended to elaborate on a modi�ed version of quan-

tum Fermi-Ulam accelerator by introducing a time dependent potential at the bottom of the

modulated one dimensional box [75]. The experimental feasibility of the model has also been

mentioned brie�y with the help of recent developments in the �eld of atom optics. These are

the subjects discussed in chapter-2 of present thesis.

In this context, thanks to remarkable achievement of magneto-optical traps and laser cool-

ing, wave packet dynamics is now observed in many such systems. The phenomena of wave

packet reconstruction (revival) are the subject of discussion in chapter-3. We will see the behav-

iour of wave packet i.e. splitting into its di¤erent constituents, known as revivals and fractional

revivals through analytical means in this chapter. Further, the times of revivals are discussed

in the un-driven and driven scenario of the Fermi-Ulam accelerator. These times of revivals

can be calculated in simple un-driven situations by trivial ways but under external modulation

a transcendental equation is proposed whose roots give the times of revival. Now in order to

capture the complete dynamics of the wave packet and to bring its essence into the classical

domain, of course through measurement, on identically prepared ensemble, one needs sophis-

ticated tools for pre-measurement assessments under probabilistic framework. Conventionally

employed technique, usually termed as autocorrelation, highlights the dynamical similarities of

the wave packet during evolution compared with its initial state. Similarly another commonly

utilized concept is that of quantum carpets i.e. position-time probability dependence maps,

have been thoroughly discussed in chapter-3 for both modulated and unmodulated situations.

These fascinating structures nicely depict the interplay of constructive and destructive inter-

ferences leading to observable probabilities of revivals or fractional revivals of the wave packet.

It is further demonstrated that how the times of revival in an unmodulated system become

asymmetric under long term evolution [76].

Although autocorrelation and quantum carpets are good working methodologies, they can

not su¢ ce to visualize the quantum dynamics in its entirely because their respective frameworks

are limited to the description of only one complementary variable i.e. they can either handle

position or momentum variable when viewed in real-time evolution. Now, in order to cope

with this scenario, recently people have invoked the novel and more elegant tools of Wigner

quasi-probabilities distribution as well as that of information entropy to envision the minute
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dynamical changes occurring during wave packet evolution [77, 78, 79]. We, in present study,

have also described our problem of wave packet revivals using both these methods and the

procedural details fallows in chapter-4. Here, it is further shown that entropy, that convention-

ally measures the disorder, serves as a powerful aid and some fractional revivals that are not

clearly evident through autocorrelations depict prominent signatures under entropic representa-

tion [80]. Finally we conclude our whole discussion in chapter-5 and suggest some envisionable

directions for further work in the �eld of wave packet dynamics.
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Chapter 2

Fermi-Ulam Accelerator: An

Introduction

Enrico Fermi, in 1949, suggested an idea to explain acceleration of cosmic radiations. He

proposed that cosmic rays are produced and accelerated by collisions with giant intragalactic

moving magnetic �elds [68]. In 1961, this proposal was modi�ed by Ulam as classical dynamics

of a bouncing particle between a �xed surface placed parallel to an oscillating surface [69]. The

Fermi-Ulam (FU) model with di¤erent types of wall motions, is explored by Liberman and

Lichtenberg and rich dynamical behaviour as well as presence of classical chaos is observed

[70, 71]. It is shown that how regular and complicated structures appear within a stochastic

sea. However, a particle bouncing in this system has an evident limitation, that is, it does not

accelerate unboundedly [72].

Another accelerator model proposed by Pustyl�nikov replaced the �xed horizontal surface

of FU model by a gravitational �eld. He investigated the dynamics of a particle under the

gravitational �eld on a periodically oscillating surface and the system is termed as, Fermi-

Pustyl�nikov model. His ground breaking discovery demonstrates the availability of such regions

on phase space in which a trapped particle can obtain unbounded acceleration [81].

In both the models, the periodically oscillating re�ecting surface is common. In the ab-

sence of oscillation FU model is equivalent to a particle bouncing in-between two �xed surfaces

whereas Fermi-Pustyl�nikov model is equivalent to a ball bouncing on a �xed surface under
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the in�uence of gravity. These systems have thoroughly been investigated both in classical

and in quantum domains. In the presence of external modulation both the models exhibit

chaotic dynamics. For this reason these models are taken as a playground to study the classical

and quantum chaos. Here we discuss explicitly both the classical and quantum aspect of the

Fermi-Ulam accelerator.

2.1 Classical Model

In FU model a particle of mass m is placed between two surfaces with one dithering under

periodic oscillations, i.e.,

L(t) = L0 + � sin(!t): (2.1)

Here, �xed distance between the two surfaces is L0 and � stands for the amplitude of the periodic

modulation, such that �� L0. The particle with a �nite velocity, initially, moves towards the

periodically oscillating surface, and experiences an elastic collision. Thus, it bounces o¤ towards

the �xed surface parallel to the previous one. As the particle bounces o¤ elastically, the total

energy and momentum remains conserved. According to the principles of elastic scattering,

the �xed surface does not impart any momentum but changes the direction of motion of the

particle. On the other hand, the oscillating surface not only changes the direction but also

alters the momentum subject to the external force�s phase-matched oscillations.

Let us consider two consecutive impacts i.e. n and n+1, between the bouncing particle

and the moving surface. We take velocities before nth and (n+1)th interaction to be v�n and

v�n+1 respectively. Similarly the velocities associated with the particle after nth and (n+1)th

interaction are denoted by v+n and v
+
n+1, respectively. Relating the nth and (n+1)th interaction

at static surface is very trivial. As mentioned earlier, only direction of the particle is changed

so, v+n = �v�n+1. However, oscillating surface does contribute an additional force to the particle

which results into the variation of the particle velocity. Keeping in view the result of collision

theory, a small particle when interacts with the hard surface, bounces back with a change of

velocity twice the velocity of the moving surface [82]. The nth interaction at the oscillating

surface leads to v+n = �v�n +2�v, where �v = �! cos(!t), is the contribution from periodically

oscillating surface. The particle now moves towards the �xed surface and the interaction with
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this surface, being conservative, is the same as described earlier. Now before the (n+1)th

interaction of the particle with the oscillating surface we can describe it as;

�v�n+1 = �v�n + 2�! cos(!t): (2.2)

In order to get rid of dimensional complexities, the velocities are transformed to dimensionless

expressions by dividing by 2�!. Further, we de�ne Un = v�n+1=2�! and 	n = !tn. These

transformations �nally lead to the simpli�ed form as follows;

Un+1 = Un � sin	n: (2.3)

The time taken by the particle to complete one interaction cycle is �t = 2L0=v
�
n+1. Let, tn

be the time at nth interaction and tn+1 be the time at (n+1)th interaction, with di¤erence of

the times being, tn+1 � tn = 2L0=v
�
n+1. Multiplying this with ! makes this equation �nally

dimensionless and the simpli�ed expression comes to be;

	n+1 = 	n +
2�M

Un+1
(mod 2�): (2.4)

Here M = L0=(2��) is the system parameter and a dimensionless quantity in itself. These two

equations, Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4) express Fermi-Ulam mapping in two dimensions. This most

general form of the two dimensional mappings is employed to express several physical systems

as discussed in Ref. [71]. The earliest dynamical system is proposed by Fermi to discuss the

production and acceleration of cosmic radiations [68]. The above mentioned simpli�ed model

comprising of a ball bouncing between a �xed and a periodic oscillating surface was numerically

addressed by Ulam [69]. He con�rmed that the particle motion under periodic oscillation of one

wall appears to be stochastic but the overall energy remains conserved. Analytical treatment

together with numerical simulation of Ulam�s work was further explained by Chirikov. There

are various versions of this generalized model, the case for the sawtooth motion of the wall is

considered by Zaslaviskii and Chirikov [83]. Liberman and Lichtenberg considered the arbitrary

wall velocities with momentum transfer from wall to ball [71]. Fermi mapping is an exact

mapping of the problem, but we can get more general view if we reduce it into the standard
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mapping by linearizing it about �xed point u1 [70]. The �xed points are obtained if 	n+1 = 	n

and Un+1 = Un. By using the concept of �xed points one can get 2�M=u1 = 2�m; where, m is

an integer and from second condition we get 0 and � so we get a family of �xed points (0;M=m)

and (�;M=m). Let us take the �xed point u1 into account, in order to express neighborhood

dynamics. One can write Un = u1 +�Un and �n = 	n � � in Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4),

Un+1 = u1 +�Un + sin(�n + �);

Un+1 = u1 +�Un � sin(�n): (2.5)

Multiplying by �2�M=u21 and substituting In = �2�M�Un=u21 where, K = 2�M=u21; we get,

�2�MUn+1
u21

=
�2�Mu1

u21
+ In +K sin �n: (2.6)

As Un+1 � u1 = �Un+1 we have,

In+1 = In +K sin �n; (2.7)

similarly,

�n+1 = �n +
2�M

u1 +�Un+1
: (2.8)

Taking u1 out of expression and using binomial expansion, we get,

�n+1 = �n +
2�M

u1
(1� �Un+1

u1
): (2.9)

Since �Un+1=u1 << 1, so neglecting the constant term we �nally reach at,

�n+1 = �n + In+1: (2.10)

After linearization about the �xed point Eq. (2.7) and (2.10) take the shape of standard map for

the Fermi accelerator. In contrast to Fermi map, the standard map is 2� periodic in action I and

angle � coordinates. This is more general mapping and used for understanding the transition

from regular to stochastic motion. The parameter K here, serves as the transition parameter
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from regular to chaotic behaviour. The standard map becomes linear for K = 0. However,

considering an arbitrary value of K provides nonlinearity to the system. The gradual increase

in the value of K separates the regions of regular motion from the regions of stochastic motions.

The regular periodic orbits that appeared in the standard map are closed curves. Whereas, the

quasi-periodic orbits appeared as necklaces of closed curves and their centres lie in another larger

closed curve. The structure of these orbits depends on the initial conditions. These regular

regions are separated by the stochastic regions in accordence with the KAM (Kolmogorov�

Arnold�Moser) theorem. As the nonlinearity of the map increases with the parameter K, so

one can study the transition from regular to stochastic and then chaotic dynamics in some

system with appropriate choice of initial conditions. This is illustrated in the Fig. 2-1, which

displays a collection of di¤erent orbits allowed to the standard map for various values of K > 0.

All the orbits shown are periodic or quasi-periodic, however, by increasing the value of K from

a certain critical limit Kcl the whole phase space changes to chaotic. These chaotic regions

provide "random" points and make the phase space appear to be stochastic. However, within

the chaotic regions small islands of stability are also observed [83].

The mapping serves as a comprehensive tool to analyze the dynamics of a classical sys-

tem. Di¤erent systems and their dynamics are studied, especially, the Fermi-Ulam acceleration

problem in driven billiard of di¤erent geometrical typologies are studied both analytically and

numerically [84, 85, 86, 87, 88]. These chaotic techniques are also used in encryption of data in

the �eld of signal processing [89]. Recently a dissipative Fermi-Ulam model was studied under

the e¤ect of inelastic collisions and presence of chaotic attractors are demonstrated [90]. In

the next section we discuss di¤erent quantum mechanical models proposed for the Fermi-Ulam

accelerator.

2.2 Quantum Mechanical Model

Determinism is the essence of classical mechanics and once the position and momentum at a

certain instant are known, the system�s dynamics can be predicted by Newton�s second law for

all the times to come. Quantum mechanics was however built with the foundation stones of

nonlocality and indeterminism [3]. The probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics prevents us
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Figure 2-1: Standard map in action I and angle � coordinates. The stochastic parameter K
serves as the transition parameter from regular to chaotic behaviour. The gradual increase in
the value of K separates the regions of regular motion from the regions of stochastic motions.
Here, in (a) K = 0:9 and in (b) K = 1:19. The structure of these orbits depends on the initial
conditions. The regular regions are separated by the stochastic regions through KAM surfaces.
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to talk about the well-de�ned trajectories in phase space. Now, if the momentum of particle

is certain, it results in complete uncertainty in its location, a direct consequence of Heisenberg

uncertainty principle. We de�ne the state of a system by its wave function 	(x; t), which

itself is not a measurable quantity, but its amplitude square is measurable over an ensemble of

identically prepared system. Once the wave function of a quantum system is retrieved, we can

discuss all the measurable quantities related to the system. In time independent systems, the

classical Hamiltonian is integrable and results into bounded motions in phase space. Quantum

mechanical treatment of such time independent systems is well explored and now a day is

standard text books concern. However, in the presence of time dependent external modulation,

the system�s behaviour becomes complicated. This externally applied force introduces a new

degree of freedom to the system. It is observed that such systems are inherently chaotic in

classical domain. Now, according to Bohr�s formulation of the correspondence principle, the

relation between classical and quantum mechanics became a subject of interest as a bridge for

appearance of classical world out of quantum description [91]. Scientists are mainly interested

in this quantum-classical transition as well as correspondence of chaotic dynamics in both

the domains. However, exact de�nition of chaos is not available in quantum regime and has

extensively been discussed in literature [27, 57]. Investigation of classically chaotic system under

quantum scenario has therefore been considered as the de�nition of quantum chaos [73, 74].

Usually these time dependent systems are explored by using the second order perturbation

theory under weak modulation [92, 93]. However, semi-classical secular theory is also used

for any modulation strength [94, 95]. Furthermore, such time dependent systems are equally

discussed by quantum mechanical secular theory [73, 96]. Numerical approaches have also been

used to solve such systems [27, 57, 92]. This section is, however, devoted to the analytical

calculations of the wave function for the FU model.

To realize the problem in quantum domain, we consider a one dimensional box of lengtheL0. Hence, inside the box potential is zero. The probability, associated with the particle

position is maximal inside the box whereas it is zero outside, due to in�nite potential at the

boundaries. This standard one dimensional problem resembles the quantum Fermi-Ulam model

when periodic oscillation is considered at one boundary. We consider that one of the boundaries
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is sinusoidally oscillating in time and follows the expression,

eL(et) = eL0 + e� sin(!et): (2.11)

Here, e� is the strength of modulation such that e� � eL0 and ! is the modulation frequency.
In the absence of modulation we have the particle in a one-dimensional box. It is a text

book problem with eigen solutions and eigen energies are readily available. In the presence of

modulation the eigen solutions can be calculated by the Schrödinger equation keeping in view

the restrictions imposed by the boundaries. These eigen solutions must vanish at the boundaries

i.e. at ex = 0 and ex = eL(et). Perturbative techniques have been employed to investigate this
problem by applying semi-classical secular theory [94, 95], second order perturbation theory

[92, 93] and universal secular approximation [97]. These are the approximate solutions and still

there is a clear demand for the exact treatment of the problem. Now, the dynamics of the

particle inside the box is governed by time dependent Schrödinger equation i.e.

i~
@�(~x; ~t)

@~t
= � ~2

2M

@2�(~x; ~t)

@~x2
+ V (~x; ~t)�(~x; ~t): (2.12)

Here, M is the mass of the particle and ~ is the Planck�s constant. Here, we have to introduce

dimensionless quantities in order to simplify the analytical/numerical treatment.

2.2.1 Dimensionless quantities

We consider the time period, T = 2�=! of the periodic modulation as a scaling factor. Thus it

appears as the smallest time in our system. The scaled time t is de�ned as,

t =
2�

T
et = !~t: (2.13)

Furthermore, to scale the position and momentum coordinates, we consider mass of the particle

M and Plank�s constant ~ as scaling parameter in addition to modulation frequency !. The

scaled position x is therefore de�ned as,

x =

r
M!

~
~x; (2.14)
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and scaled momentum p comes to be,

p =
~pp
M!~

: (2.15)

These scaled parameters are also introduced at the modulating boundary. Consequently the

modulation strength e� is scaled as,
� =

r
M!

~
~�: (2.16)

The e¤ective length of the box eL0 and instantaneous length ~L(~t) thus transform to,

L0 =

r
M!

~
~L0; (2.17)

L =

r
M!

~
~L(~t): (2.18)

The scaled potential is de�ned as,

V =
~V (~x; ~t)

!~
: (2.19)

The commutation relation in scaled position and momentum remains non zero as [~x; ~p] = i,

where Plank�s constant ~ is scaled to unity. By introducing these scaling parameters in the

Schrödinger equation we get,

i
@�(x; t)

@t
= �1

2

@2�(x; t)

@x2
+ V �(x; t): (2.20)

The eigen solution of this equation is helpful in describing the wave packet evolution for the

class of systems having di¤erent potentials which are subject to any type of external modula-

tion. People have investigated this equation under various scenarios especially in case of driven

gravitational potential as well as driven one dimensional box. Many approaches, as described

earlier, have been utilized in this regard. Since the boundaries of the system are changing with

time so the quasi-energy spectrum exhibits a spread around the mean energy value. In fact

this is the �rst pure quantum mechanical approach to tackle the problem and Floquet repre-

sentation of eigen solutions is used due to recurrent behaviour of external perturbation [73, 94].

The second approach is the quantum mechanical treatment where the oscillating boundaries
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are replaced by the �xed ones with the help of a reversible transformation [74, 76, 98, 99].

2.2.2 Floquet Solutions

Recurrent nature of problem allows us to design a Floquet unitary operator that operates on

initial state and gives the evolution. The spectrum of the operator plays the key role here. If

this Floquet operator has point spectrum or localized quasi-energy states, the time evolution of

the system is consequently quasi-periodic [100]. In this case, mean energy of the system remain

bounded over time. On the other hand, if the Floquet operator has continuous quasi-energy

spectrum the mean energy becomes the unbounded function of time and the system behaviour

is non-recurrent [101]. A very comprehensive discussion is carried out by Flatté and Holthaus

in this regard [73]. Externally modulated time dependent systems are also well studied to build

the classical-quantum correspondence especially in study of classical resonances occurring in

quantum systems [102]. It is an extension of the work done by Berman and Zaslavsky and

further carried out by Flatté and Holthaus [73, 96]. In order to calculate the energy solutions

of a time dependent system, we consider the nonlinear resonances of the system. The force

experienced by the wave packet inside the potential is periodic and the potential term in Eq.

(2.20) is replaced by V = �V (x) sin(t). Hamiltonian of the system has two parts: the perturbed

part expressed by potential term and, the unperturbed part described by H0. The unperturbed

part gives the time independent solution as, H0 jni = En jni. Here, En is the eigen energy of

this unperturbed eigen state jni [73]. The total Hamiltonian of driven system can be expressed

as,

H = H0 + �V (x) sin(t); (2.21)

where V (x) is de�ned as the coupling. The presence of perturbed part manifests the existence

of quasi-energy structure. By considering the rth eigen state to be resonant one, we apply an

ansatz for the solution of Schrödinger equation as [73, 94, 96],

j	(t)i =
X
n

Cn(t) jni exp
�
�i
�
Er + (n� r)

~eff
N

�
t

~eff

�
. (2.22)

Here, ~eff is the scaled Planck�s constant whose value depends on the scaling parameters used

for the system. For triangular well potential its value appeared as, ~eff = m!3~=a2 where, m
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is the mass of the particle, ! is the modulating frequency and a is the width of the box [73].

For nth resonance, the average energy is Er. Substituting j	(t)i from Eq.(2.22) into the time

dependent Schrödinger equation and projecting over the state vector in conjugate space hmj we

get,

i~eff
:
Cm =

�
Em � Er + (m� r) ~eff

N

�
Cm(t)

+
�

2i

X
n

hmjV (x) jni
h
ei(n�m+N)t=N � ei(n�m�N)t=N

i
Cn(t): (2.23)

Here, hmjV (x) jni = Vn;m is the dipole matrix elements and all diagonal terms became zero

whereas, o¤ diagonal terms will survive. For resonant cases, we may drop the fast oscillating

terms i.e. n = m�N [94]. Moreover, for large values of m we can take Vm;m+N � Vm;m�N = V

[73, 96]. Under these approximations the Eq. (2.23) reduces to,

i~eff
:
Cm =

�
Em � Er + (m� r) ~eff

N

�
Cm(t) +

V �

2i

�
Cm+N � Cm_N

�
. (2.24)

It is assumed that r is very large and the energy that corresponds to this level is Er such that

E
00
r << E

0
r. By using this, we can expand the energy Em up to second derivative around Er

through the Taylor series expansion as,

Em � Er + (m� r)E0
r +

1

2
(m� r)2E00

r : (2.25)

Hence, the rate of change of the probability amplitudes expressed in Eq. (2.24) gets the form,

i~eff
:
Cm = (m� r)

�
E
0
r �

~eff
N

�
Cm +

1

2
(m� r)2E00

rCm +
V �

2i

�
Cm+N � Cm_N

�
. (2.26)

The exact resonance can be treated by assuming E
0
r = ~eff=N [94]. The o¤-resonant case is

described in Ref. [73]. To solve this equation we use the Fourier representation of Cm as,

Cm =
1

2�

2�Z
0

g(�)e�i(m�r)�d�. (2.27)
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Using the assumption that the function g(�) is 2�-periodic , so g(�) becomes 2N� periodic and

comes to be,

Cm =
1

2N�

2N�Z
0

g(�)e�i(m�r)�=Nd�. (2.28)

Hence, Eq. (2.26) under this representation reduces to,

i~eff
:
g(�; t) =

 
�N

2E
00
r

2

@2

@�2
+ �V sin(�)

!
g(�; t). (2.29)

This representation yields us the time independent Hamiltonian which is,

H(�) = �N
2E

00
r

2

@2

@�2
+ �V sin(�). (2.30)

The time dependent solution may be written as,

g(�; t) = eg(�)e�i"t=~eff (2.31)

and substituting this expression in time dependent Schrödinger equation we get the equation

of motion of g(�; t) as, "
�N

2E
00
r

2

@2

@�2
� "+ �V sin(�)

# eg(�) = 0. (2.32)

With the change of variable � = 2z + �=2, the above equation transforms to standard Mathieu

equation as, �
@2

@z2
+ a� 2q cos(2z)

� eg(z) = 0: (2.33)

Here, the parameters a and q are de�ned by 8"=N2E
00
r and 4�V=N

2E
00
r respectively. Now the

Floquet solution for the Mathieu equation is, eg�(z) = eiz�P�(z), where, P�(z) are the Mathieu

function. As the solution remains periodic so, the index � is 2~eff=N . The Floquet quasi-energy

eigenvectors can be written as,

j	k(t)i = ei"kt=~eff juk(t)i : (2.34)
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Here,

juk(t)i =
1

2�

X
n

eint=N
2�Z
0

d�ei�N�=2e�i(n�r)�=2P�(k) jni ;

and

"k =
N2E

00
r

8
a�(q):

Eq. (2.34) gives the eigenvectors for the problem and the wave function solution can be written

as a linear combination of these eigenvectors as,

j	(t)i =
X
n

�ne
�i"nt=~eff jun(t)i :

The quantum revival times are calculated analytically and various parameters are discussed in

driven situation. It is shown that in the presence of modulation, the revival times of the system

are changed as compared to un-modulated system. These revival times are also compared with

the numerical ones [94]. For triangular well potential the quasi-energy spectrum is discussed in

detail on the bases of Floquet solution [73]. It is also shown there that the analytical results

obtained are consistent with the numerical results.

2.2.3 Eigen Solution via Reversible Transformation

The Floquet theory approach discussed in the earlier section is very impressive but, it gives an

approximate solution. In present treatment, a set of reversible transformation is used to solve

the system. Di¤erent types of driven problems are solved by using this technique [103, 104,

105, 106, 107, 108]. The dynamical system of a particle falling down under the in�uence of the

gravity on a periodically vibrating platform is well discussed by using a set of transformations

[105]. Similarly the driven harmonic oscillator is also solved under the time dependent boundary

conditions [103]. The rest of this section is devoted to the discussion of the analytical solution

for Fermi-Ulam accelerator model.

Quantum Non-locality suggests that the particle trapped inside the box is in�uenced con-

tinuously by the oscillating boundary whereas, in classical picture, the particle experiences the

boundaries only at the event of physical interaction i.e. at discrete time. Now, due to the

periodic oscillations at one boundary, the width of the box is continuously varying with time.
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We can think that the potential inside the box is changing continuously with time and time de-

pendent potential is introduced in the Hamiltonian of the system. This was the aforementioned

technique used to obtain Floquet solution. Yet in another prospective, we try to solve the

Schrödinger equation with time dependent boundaries. Physically, the time dependent bound-

aries are disturbing the basic potential inside the box but we use a reversible transformation

which indirectly contains this in�uence. Mathematically it is interesting to note that the group

of transformations used here, is an excellent example of Generalized Canonical Transformations

(GCT) for which the time variable is submitted to a nonlinear transformation.

The general time dependent dimensionless Hamiltonian for any type of potential, as ex-

pressed in Eq. (2.20) is,

i
@�(x; t)

@t
= �1

2

@2�(x; t)

@x2
+ V �(x; t); (2.35)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions under elastic collisions with the walls i.e.,

�(0; t) = �(L; t) = 0. (2.36)

Here, using the dimensionless quantities as expressed in section 2.2.1, we can de�ne the oscil-

lation of one boundary as,

L = L0 + � sin(t). (2.37)

The function, L which describes the oscillation present at one boundary is smooth, positive and

periodic with period T i.e., L(t) = L(t+ T ); and satis�es,

:
L(0) =

:
L(T ) = 0, L(0) = L(T ) = 1. (2.38)

In order to investigate the long time behaviour of this system it is su¢ cient to study the wave

packet dynamics for one complete cycle keeping in view the periodicity of L. As mentioned

earlier, the recurrent nature of problem allows us to design Floquet operator. It is, however,

di¢ cult to say anything about the operator�s application directly on the sate j�(0)i [74]. The

Hamiltonian employed here is time dependent. Therefore, in order to overcome this di¢ culty

we apply well known method, usually utilized in solving the heat equations [99]. The moving

boundaries can be mapped by introducing a unitary mapping L2(0; L(t))! L2(0; 1) such that
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the boundaries becomes �xed in newly de�ned frame. Further, we introduce a new variable y

de�ned as,

y =
x

L
; (2.39)

which replace moving boundaries with the �xed ones [74, 98, 99]. In transformed coordinates

the boundaries are restricted at y = 0 and y = 1, which are not an explicit function of time.

Under this transformation, the eigenvector �(y; t) must follow the boundary conditions, i.e.

�(y; t) = 0 at y = 0 and y = 1. The generating function for this transformation is,

� = y�: (2.40)

Here, momentum p is transformed accordingly as,

� = pL: (2.41)

The dimensionless momentum operator in quantum mechanics according to correspondence

principle is,

p = �i @
@x
: (2.42)

As classical Hamilton�s equations are invariant under GCT so in the transformed coordinate

momentum operator is,

� = �i @
@y
: (2.43)

By using these transformations, the new Hamiltonian of the problem reads,

i
@�(y; t)

@t
= � 1

2L2
@2�(y; t)

@y2
+
i

L

dL

dt
y
@�(y; t)

@y
+ V �(y; t): (2.44)

We further simplify our equation by rede�ning �(y; t) as,

�(y; t) =

r
2

L
�(y; t) exp[i

:
LLy2

2
], (2.45)

that yields,

i
@�(y; t)

@t
= � 1

L2
@2�(y; t)

@y2
+

 ::
LLy2

2
+ V

!
�(y; t). (2.46)
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Here, we introduce a nonlinear transformation for time variable as,

�(t) =

tZ
0

d

[L()]2
(2.47)

and the equation becomes,

i
@�(y; �)

@�
= �@

2�(y; �)

@y2
+

 ::
LL3y2

2
+ V

!
�(y; �). (2.48)

Here, �(y; t) satisfy the same boundary conditions as �(y; t). This is now a �xed boundary

problem which has same initial conditions as discussed earlier. We can solve this equation

directly by using the Fourier and Laplace transformations. For this we need an arbitrary initial

condition �o(y) as well as speci�ed wall motion to deal with the integral expressed in Eq. (2.47).

From Eq. (2.48) we observe that the time dependence of the boundary is incorporated into

the �rst term in the brackets. This time dependent term is represents pulsation and for V = 0

this equation is equivalent to a harmonic oscillator equation with time dependent frequencies

under �xed boundary conditions. This transformed problem was addressed by A. Munier et al.

by using the perturbative technique [99]. They also discussed the evolution of average energy

of the system under the motion of the wall. The quantum equation for such an oscillator with

time dependent frequency, bouncing between a �xed and an oscillating wall, is modi�ed with

an extra time dependent force exerted on the system. This situation that corresponds to non-

stationary Schrödinger equation is exactly solvable and the corresponding wave packet solutions

are also suggested [103]. The nature of quasi-energy spectrum based on Floquet method and

this direct eigen solutions are discussed by P. Seba [74]. It is shown that the FU accelerator

model in general is recurrent under most wall oscillation patterns and a point energy spectrum

is obtained in all cases. However, for some speci�c oscillations, the continuous quasi-energy

spectrum which possibly leads to unbounded acceleration in the system has also been depicted

[74]. Therefore, the general Eq. (2.48) has been used to study the di¤erent aspects of FU

model related to the particular choice of function L(t). Whereas, the potential between the two

boundaries is zero which resembles with an in�nite square well. The modulation strength � is

very much smaller as compared to the length of the well L0 (� << L0). The term representing
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::
LL3 is considered to be constant for convenience and is taken to be,

::
LL3 = �1

4
B. (2.49)

This adiabatic approximation is appropriate for all types of �uctuations at the boundary if the

motion is slow as compared to the time for oscillation in the well. Now Eq.(2.48) becomes,

i
@�(y; �)

@�
= �@

2�(y; �)

@y2
� By2

8
�(y; �). (2.50)

This equation can be solved through separation of variables. For this, we suppose �(y; �) =

f(y)g(�). Substitution thus yields,

i

g(�)

@g(�)

@�
= � 1

f(y)

@2f(y)

@y2
� By2

8
= K. (2.51)

Here, K is the separation constant which can be determined, as usual, by imposing boundary

conditions on the solution. From here, g(�) can easily be written as,

g(�) = e�ik�(t). (2.52)

In order to generalize the problem to cover any arbitrary dynamics, we de�ne a new substitution

i.e. y2 = �i2z=B: Thus, we get,

z
d2f(y)

dz2
+
1

2

df(y)

dz
+
1

4
(�2 � z)f(y) = 0. (2.53)

Considering f(z) = U(z) exp(�z=2), we get,

z
d2U

dz2
+ (
1

2
� z)dU

dz
+
1

4
(�2 � 1)U = 0, (2.54)

with, �2 = �4iK=B. This is known as the Kummer equation for the con�uent hypergeometric

function U(z) =M(�; �; z). The solution of this equation with back substitution in y-coordinate

is,

f(y) = exp

�
�iy2B
4

�
U(y): (2.55)
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This completes the generalized solution in transformed domain. Furthermore, �(y; �) = f(y)g(�)

can be written completely as,

�(y; �) = exp

�
�i
�
k�(t) +

y2B

4

��
U(y), (2.56)

which further can be integrated into Eq. (2.45) and written as,

�(y; t) =

r
2

L
exp

�
iy2

2

�
:
LL� B

2

��
exp [�i (k�(t))]U(y). (2.57)

Now transforming back to the original domain (x-space), we can write the solution for �(x; t)

as,

�n(x; t) = CL�3=2 exp [�iKn�(t)] exp

"
ix2

2

 :
L

L
� B

2L2

!#
�(x; t). (2.58)

Here, C being the normalization constant and �(x; t) is given by,

�(x; t) = xM(
3iB � 4Kn

4iB
;
3

2
;
iBx2

2L2
): (2.59)

The general solution of Eq. (2.58) together with Eq.(2.59) and Eq. (2.47) is valid for all

kind of functions described by L(t) that satisfy the conditions described in Eq. (2.49). This

eigen solution must vanish at �n(x; t) jx=0;L= 0. Now, for x = 0 it is satis�ed but for x = L

we must chose the constant Kn where corresponding eigen solution must vanish. The exact

positions where the function M becomes zero can only be calculated numerically. However, an

approximate position can be predicted for dimensionless case which comes out to be [109],

Kn =
n2�2

2
(2.60)

This separation constant can also be retrieved yet by another way i.e. considering B = 0

and imposing the boundary conditions �n(y; t) jy=0;L= 0. Thus, Eq. (2.51) directly gives a

normalized solution as,

�n(y; �) =

r
2

L
sin (n�y) exp

�
� in

2�2(t)

2

�
: (2.61)
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Di¤erent types of oscillations are discussed with the help of general equation Eq. (2.58), Kogan

and Galickij considered L =
p
A+Bt [110]. However the correct solutions are not retrieved

but they are the probably �rst one to propose the transformations expressed in Eq. (2.39) and

Eq. (2.47). If velocity of the wall remains constant i.e. box is expanding continuously in one

direction obeying the function L = a + bt, then the term representing the wall acceleration

goes to zero and the exact solution are retrieved as a special case of generalized canonical

transformation [98, 99]. As stated earlier nature of quasi-energy spectrum under semi-classical

limit have also been studied by considering the sawtooth motion of wall [74, 102].

2.2.4 Modi�ed Fermi-Ulam Model

As the periodic oscillation at one boundary are governed by Eq. (2.37) with � << L0, therefore

the exact treatment considered above is under the assumption that B = �4
::
LL3 is constant. By

considering � very small in Eq. (2.37) we can approximate B as zero and under this situation

we have already achieved the result expressed in Eq. (2.61). Makowski and Dembiński are the

�rst one to introduce a modi�ed Fermi-Ulam model. They proposed a special time dependence

chosen for the potential V in Eq. (2.35) as well as in Eq. (2.48). They approximated the

bottom of the box by the harmonic oscillator potential with time dependent frequency [75]. In

scaled coordinates we de�ne this time dependent frequency as 
2(t) = � sin(t)=L. The resulting

potential is de�ned as V = 
2(t)x2=2. This time dependent function 
(t) can have any real

value because it acts in combination with the modulation strength � and the argument of sine

function. Whenever 
(t) = 0, the bottom of potential well resurrects itself into original one

dimensional box whereas the periodic oscillation is still applied on the one wall of the box.

By setting these parameters in Eq. (2.48), the term in bracket will vanish. Experimentally

such variations can be enacted through various means as discussed in next section. This time

dependent frequency introduced at the bottom of the one dimensional box reduces the Eq.

(2.50) as,

i
@�(y; �)

@�
= �@

2�(y; �)

@y2
. (2.62)

Again this equation can be solved by using the technique of variable separation under the

boundary conditions �n(y; t) jy=0;L= 0. It is noticeable that this equation leads to the similar

mathematical result as discussed for the case when B is taken zero for small modulation. The
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above equation gives us the same result for �(y; �) in transformed domain as given in Eq. (2.61).

Here we use the back transformation in x-domain using y = x=L. Thus, the eigenfunctions for

the Fermi-Ulam problem in original coordinate system comes to be,

�n(x; t) =

r
2

L
sin
�n�x
L

�
exp

"
i
x2

:
L

2L
� in2�2(t)

2

#
, (2.63)

where the time scale is still a nonlinear function as,

(t) =

tZ
0

d

[L()]2
: (2.64)

These eigenfunctions satisfy the boundary conditions i.e. �n(x; t) jx=0;L= 0. This eigen solution

is valid for the periodic oscillation described in Eq. (2.37) and are equally appropriate for the

linearly expanding one dimensional box. Generally speaking this solution is valid for any

arbitrary function described by L that remains normalized and orthogonal. The average energy

of the system can be calculated via Hamiltonian expressed in Eq. (2.35) as,

hE(t)i =
LZ
0

	�(x; t)H	(x; t).

As we have considered the periodic modulation at one boundary without detailed calculations, it

is already shown that the average energy remains conserved under the transformation t! t+T

[74, 99]. Here, T = 2�=! is the time period of the oscillating wall. This means that the

system is recurrent and after many cycles of wall oscillation it keeps on conserving its average

energy. Although the energy expectation value changes with time but there is no trend for an

unbound energy gain in the system. This same result is also described nicely by Seba in the

recurrent treatment of such a system [74]. The wave packet evolving in the one dimensional box

experiences periodic external force and can be expressed as a superposition of eigenfunctions,

that is,

	(x; t) =
X
n

Cn�n(x; t) =

r
2

L

X
n

Cn sin
�n�x
L

�
exp

"
i
x2

:
L

2L
� in2�2(t)

2

#
. (2.65)
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Here, Cn�s are the probability amplitudes that are chosen Gaussian for numerical simulations

and will be discussed later. In general, these time independent probability amplitudes can be

calculated as,

Cn =

L0Z
0

��n(x; 0)	(x; 0)dx. (2.66)

The modulation strength � is considered very week as compared to the mean distance between

the two walls (L0). With this assumption we can solve the nonlinear function of time expressed

in Eq. (2.64) as,

(t) �=
1

L20

tZ
0

[1 + (�=L0) sin())]
�2d: (2.67)

Applying Binomial expansion and neglecting the higher order terms one can write,

(t) �=
1

L20
(t� �eff (1� cos(t))) ; (2.68)

where, �eff = 2�=L20. The eigen solutions expressed in Eq. (2.63) are, therefore, written as,

�n(x; t) =

r
2

L
sin
�n�x
L

�
exp

"
i
x2

:
L

2L
� in2�2

2L20
(t� �eff (1� cos(t)))

#
. (2.69)

This representation of the eigen solution leads to Bessel functions and will be discussed in detail

while elaborating the quantum carpets in the following chapter. Now if the wall modulation

diminishes then the width of the box approaches to the �xed value L0. Consequently the

nonlinear time dependence through Eq. (2.64) yields (t) = t=L20. For this speci�c case, time

dependent dimensionless eigen solution reduces to,

�n(x; t)�=0 =

r
2

L
sin

�
n�x

L0

�
exp

�
� in

2�2t

2L20

�
. (2.70)

This shows the consistency of present treatment with the simple un-driven one dimensional

box corresponding to the modulation parameter � = 0 as the matching point of modulated-

unmodulated systems.
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2.3 Experimental Realization

An isolated system is the basic requirement to study the quantum related phenomena in the

�eld of atom-optics. The atoms and molecules are dispersed at room temperature and it

is hard to study due to their quick movements and strong coupling to environment leading

to fast decoherence. This di¢ culty can be tackled by trapping them in a vacuum chamber

where the temperature is reduced up to several microKelvins. The cooling of the atoms is

achieved through magneto-optical traps (MOT) and atomic velocity is lowered to negligible

values through interaction with laser �eld in three dimensional standing wave pattern [29, 30,

32, 33, 34, 47].

The e¢ cient control over atomic motion through MOT provides us necessary and su¢ -

cient facilitation on the experimental visualization of our proposal via the atom-optics. The

dimensionless parameters de�ned earlier are helpful in setting an experiment of Fermi-Ulam

model. We may visualize a material wave packet of Cesium atoms trapped and cooled in a

MOT [31] and placed between two atomic mirror shown in Fig. 2-2. These atomic mirrors are

engineered through the total internal re�ection of the laser �eld from the surface of a dielectric

prism. The laser beam produces the electromagnetic evanescent wave �elds on the surface of

the prism. These evanescent wave �elds acts as the boundaries of a one-dimensional box inside

which atomic wave packets are trapped. Outside this boundary the probability of �nding the

particle is zero. To achieve the modulation at one of the boundary an acousto-optic modulator

(AOM) is used. AOM uses sound waves to di¤ract and shift the frequency of laser light. This

frequency shift arises as spatial modulation on the surface of the prism.

In laboratory experiment we have at our disposal a range of frequencies from 0 to 2MHz

for the external modulation. The mass of the Cesium atom is M = 2:2 � 10�25Kg and if we

take the modulation frequency ! to be 1KHz; the dimensionless Planck�s constant presently

used in our manuscript is obtained. Whereas, from Eq. (2.17) the e¤ective length of the one

dimensional box is evaluated to be about 1:73�m [76].
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Figure 2-2: Experimental realization of FU model. Atoms are cooled and trapped by MOT
and dropped between two optical prisms. An evanescent �eld impinges on the prisms and is
re�ected back through total internal re�ection. These evanescent waves however produce a
spatial potentials at the inner surfaces of the prisms which acts as in�nite potential at the
boundaries and trap the atoms inside this well. Periodic modulation is provided through AOM
on one of the evanescent �eld which produces a spatially periodic oscillations at one of the
prism.
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Chapter 3

Wave Packet Dynamics in Space and

Time

The concept and visualization of the wave packet evolution is one of the powerful manifestations

of the quantum mechanical phenomena. Valuable literature is available that explores quantum

mechanical aspects like revivals, fractional revivals, transmission and re�ections etc. of wave

packet in various kinds of potentials [28, 111, 112, 113, 114]. In this chapter we explore the

quantum revivals by means of correlation analysis as well as space-time structures. We observe

the quantum revival phenomena in Fermi-Ulam model under driven and un-driven conditions.

Moreover, the presences of asymmetric revivals in the driven situations and corresponding

modi�ed times of revivals are calculated. Consequently, the macro as well as micro structures

of quantum carpets are explained according to the driven parameter.

3.1 Quantum Revivals: What it Stand for?

Quantum revivals are the consequence of time dependent interference phenomena. Initially, a

well localized wave packet with a �nite energy width exhibits classical periodicity (Tcl) under

short-term time evolution. The wave packet spreads in space, as destructive interference domi-

nates. This dispersal is recognized as collapsed state of the wave packet in which the probability

is distributed around the classical trajectory, not necessarily in a uniform way. The initial state

of the wave packet will reappear when constructive interference dominates on a long-time scale.
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This reconstruction of wave packet in space is termed as quantum wave packet revival and the

time taken is named as quantum revival time (Trev). In between the collapse and the revival

state, the wave packet will also show it presence in the form of mini-wave packets known as

fractional revivals. These fractional revivals are found, at times, equal to rational fractions of

the quantum revival time (pTrev=q). Here, p and q are coprime integers [28, 76, 115].

Time development of quantum wave packet leading to these revival structures is a con-

sequence of quantum coherence among various individual eigen states and the corresponding

phases that appear in their exponential expressions. In this section, we present the general

overview of the revival phenomena. For this purpose, we consider a wave packet 	 with mean

energy En0 placed in a potential. Theoretically the time independent wave packet can be

expressed as sum of individual eigen states i.e.,

	(x) =
X
n

Cn�n(x). (3.1)

Here, �n(x) is the energy eigen state such that, H�n(x) = En�n(x), where, H is the Hamiltonian

of the system and En is the corresponding eigen energy. The probability amplitude associated

with nth state is denoted by Cn. The temporal dependence and time evolution of the wave

packet can be expressed using standard unitary dynamics as,

	(x; t) = e�iHt=~	(x; 0) =
X
n

Cn�n(x)e
�iEnt=~. (3.2)

In some cases this expression of eigen states �n(x) in the collective form of a wave function	(x; t)

is quite complex, because the individual eigen state is generally not a real quantity. However,

many experiments provide the realization of localized wave packet [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. In

these experiments the wave packet is excited around a mean quantum number n0, such that

the spread in quantum number �n obeys, n0 >> �n >> 1. An elegant theoretical approach

developed earlier to retrieve the revival times relies on the expansion of eigen energy En around

mean quantum number n0, by using Taylor expansion as [115],

En = En0 + (n� n0)E
0
n jn=n0 +

(n� n0)2
2!

E
00
n jn=n0 ::::: . (3.3)
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This expansion gives the time development of each individual quantum eigen state through the

factors,

e�iEnt=~ = exp[
�i
~
(En0 + (n� n0)E

0
n jn=n0 +

(n� n0)2
2!

E
00
n jn=n0 :::::)t]: (3.4)

Each derivative in this expansion correspond to a unique time scale, expressed as,

T (j) =
2�~
1
j!E

j
n

: (3.5)

Here, Ejn describe the jth derivative with respect to quantum number n. Now we can write Eq.

(3.4) as,

e�iEnt=~ = exp[�i(En0t
~

+
2�(n� n0)t

T (1)
+
2�(n� n0)2t

T (2)
:::::)] (3.6)

The �rst term i.e. En0=~ in expansion does not contribute to interference and is physically

similar to the time dependant phase incurred under stationary state solution. This being

common in all successive terms, is treated as global phase with no physical signi�cance.

The second term in expansion leads to classical time period for a bound state through semi-

classical argument, WKB quantization condition and by action-angle method [82, 116, 117].

For our speci�c study, we consider a particle con�ned in a potential V (x) with �xed energy

E = mv(x)2=2 + V (x). We may calculate the time period of the system by using the classical

turning points and WKB quantization condition as,

T (1) = Tcl =
p
2m

bZ
a

dxp
En � V (x)

=
2�~

jdEn=dnj
. (3.7)

As an example, employing WKB condition the exact eigenvalues for harmonic oscillator poten-

tial comes to be En = (n + 1=2)~!: From this expression we can calculate the classical time

period as,

Tcl =
2�~

E0
n jn=n0

=
2�~
~!

=
2�

!
. (3.8)

Interestingly, for harmonic oscillator higher order derivatives of energy vanish and hence only

classical time scale exists there for revivals. Similarly, an expression for the generalized energy

is derived for the case of power law potential using same technique [118, 119]. Alternatively,

classical revival time can be calculated from the action-angle phase space representation. Here,
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classical action can be expressed as, I = n~. We can derive the same classical result by using

the classical Hamilton equations such that [72],

! =
d�

dt
=
@H(I; �)

@I
; (3.9)

therefore, the classical revival time comes to be,

Tcl =
2�

!
=

2�

@H=@I jI=I0
. (3.10)

Finally we can say that, in action angle space, this term is independent of Plank�s constant ~

and hence designated as classical revival time of the system.

The third term in the Eq. (3.6) is responsible for quantum dynamics and correspondingly

designated as the quantum revival time given by,

T (2) = Trev =
2�~

(E00
n jn=n0) =2!

. (3.11)

Similarly, the fourth term is associated with the super revival time scale and may be expressed

as,

T (3) = Tsup =
2�~

(E000
n jn=n0) =3!

: (3.12)

The higher order terms in Eq. (3.6) are responsible for higher order revivals. This whole

description explicitly shows that the presence of revivals in a system depends purely on the eigen

energy structure. In summary, we may say that the system�s energy having linear dependence on

eigen number i.e. En _ n exhibits the classical revivals. Such systems like harmonic oscillator

will mathematically take in�nite time to show quantum or higher order revivals. In other

words these systems never exhibit quantum or higher order revivals. On the other hand, the

systems like simple one dimensional box having energy dependence En _ n2 exhibits classical

as well as quantum revivals. However, the quantum revival time is much larger than classical

revival time. Similarly the eigen energy having cubic dependence on quantum number exhibit

classical, quantum and super revivals. These revival times in general obey the ordering, i.e.

Tcl << Trev << Tsup. In the next section, an analytical way is adopted to describe the generic

structure of revivals.
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3.1.1 General Revival Structure

The generic behaviour of a wave packet near revival time can be examined through Eq. (3.2)

and Eq. (3.6). The classical component of the wave packet can be described from Eq. (3.8) as,

	cl(x; t) �
X
n

Cn�n(x)e
�2i�k t

Tcl : (3.13)

Here, (n� n0) � k is an integer. This component can be used to describe the short term time

evolution of the wave packet and is also helpful in describing the fractional revival structures.

Furthermore, it also de�nes the basic time scale in the spatio-temporal analysis. To examine

the behaviour of wave packet near quantum revival time Trev, we use �rst two terms in Eq.

(3.6) and get,

	(x; t � Trev) �
X
n

Cn�n(x)e
�2i�k t

Tcl e�2i�k
2
: (3.14)

Whenever the term e�2i�k
2
contributes unity, the wave packet is said to have revived, since

	(x; t � Trev) �
X
n

Cn�n(x)e
�2i�k t

Tcl = 	cl(x; t): (3.15)

Next, we want to examine the wave packet at half of quantum revival time i.e. at t � Trev=2.

For this case, we �ned that,

	(x; t � Trev=2) �
X
n

Cn�n(x)e
�2i�k t

Tcl e�i�k
2
: (3.16)

Here, the additional term e�i�k
2
is �1 which implies that near half of the quantum revival

time, the wave packet will reappear with the original periodicity. To describe it completely, we

consider the semi-classical time evolution as,

	cl(x; t+ Tcl=2) �
X
n

Cn�n(x)e
�2i�k (t+Tcl=2)

Tcl =
X
n

Cn�n(x)e
�2i�k t

Tcl e�i�k: (3.17)

Comparing the additional phase factors arising in Eq. (3.16) and Eq. (3.17), we note that

similar even or odd value of k yields, 	(x; t � Trev=2) = 	cl(x; t + Tcl=2). Here, it is evident

that the quantum revival that arises at t � Trev=2 has half of the phase as compared with the
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initial wave form. This phase di¤erence is re�ected in the change of location, but the revival

structure is similar to the initial one. For t � Trev=4 the wave packet shows two peaks in space

that are equidistant from each other. Analytically, one can obtain the desired expression from

Eq. (3.2) as,

	(x; t � Trev=4) �
X
n

Cn�n(x)e
�2i�k t

Tcl e�i�k
2=2: (3.18)

The additional phase factor i.e. e�i�k
2=2 in above expression along with classical term can be

de�ned as,

e�i�k
2=2 =

�
+1 for k even
�1 for k odd

�
:

Furthermore, we may simplify this factor as follows,

e�i�k
2=2 =

(1� i)
2

+
(1 + i)

2
(�1)k = 1p

2

�
e�i�=4 + ei�=4e�i�k

�
.

Now the quarter revival time is given by,

	(x; t � Trev=4) �
X
n

Cn�n(x)e
�2i�k t

Tcl

�
1p
2

�
e�i�=4 + ei�=4e�i�k

��
=

1p
2

h
e�i�=4	cl(x; t) + e

i�=4	cl(x; t+ Tcl=2)
i
: (3.19)

It is evident from above expression that near t � Trev=4, two out of phase, equally probable

and highly-correlated copies of the wave packet are produced. Interestingly, the similar wave

packet behaviour will be produced at t � 3Trev=4. The emergence of these mini-wave packets is

termed as fractional revivals. Similarly, four mini-wave packets will be observed at t � Trev=8

or t � 7Trev=8. Generally we may say that a wave packet will exhibit fractional revivals at

t � (pTrev=q). Here, p and q are coprime integers [28, 76, 115]. The probability will also be

equally distributed between these fractional revivals. Considering Trev=2 as the centre of time

scale from t � 0, to t � Trev, it is found that fractional wave packet revivals will appear in a

fashioned and systematic way around it. It is further observed that all the fractional revivals

which appear before Trev=2 will reappear after Trev=2 with similar structure and corresponding

associated probabilities. This means, in general that revival structures are symmetric in nature

and will in general be reproduced after half of quantum revival time. This statement is, however,
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only valid for the systems subject to no external force [76].

Above discussion also fortify the argument that revival structures solely depends upon the

quantum numbers involved in the energy spectrum of the system. It has been demonstrated

that the system with linear dependence on the quantum number exhibits the classical revivals.

Alternatively the quantum revival in such systems occurs at in�nity. On the other hand, for the

systems with quadratic energy dependence on single quantum number (i.e. one dimensional box

and rigid rotor) exhibit the pattern of quantum revival as well as fractional revivals. In general,

the wave packet may undergo many classical periods before it exhibits quantum revivals. We

may say that Trev is the longest time scale for such systems. Similarly, as stated earlier, cubic

energy dependence on the quantum number exhibits the super revival structures along with

classical and quantum revivals. The largest time scale for such a system is consequently Tsup.

Hence, in these systems Tsup becomes important �gure of merit. This is demonstrated by long

term behaviour of time dependent Rydberg atomic wave packet [113]. It is also shown that self

similar structures are present at t > Trev and t < Trev. Furthermore, on the Tsup time scale,

symmetric fractional revival structures similar to Trev are observed. In the next section we

evaluate symmetric quantum revivals as well as fractional revival structures in one dimensional

box and mention basic tools needed to explore them.

3.2 Symmetric Revivals in one dimensional box

Here in this section, we want to elaborate the quantum revival phenomena in a simple quantum

system well known as one dimensional box. We consider a box of length L0 placed on right

side of origin such that the potential inside the box is zero and outside the box is in�nity.

Under these boundary conditions the particle of mass M will be con�ned inside the well. The

normalized time independent eigenvector associated with this problem is

�n(x) =

r
2

L0
sin

�
n�x

L0

�
, (3.20)
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and the eigen energy is En = n2�2~2=2ML20 with n being the quantum number. We may study

the time evolution of this problem by writing the time dependent solution as,

	(x; t) =
X
n

Cn�n(x)e
�iEnt=~. (3.21)

Here, Cn are the probability amplitudes or expansion coe¢ cients and can be calculated by

projecting the other orthogonal state �m(x) on the initial state that is,

Cn =

L0Z
0

	g(x; 0)�
�
m(x)dx. (3.22)

For de�niteness, we consider the initial wave packet 	g(x; 0) placed inside the box as the

standard Gaussian,

	g(x; 0) =
1q

a(
p
2�)

e�(x�x0)
2=4a2eip0(x�x0)=~. (3.23)

Here, p0 is the initial momentum, x0 is the displacement from origin and a is the width of wave

packet in position space with, a << L0: Using this initial state of the wave packet one can

calculate the probability amplitudes Cn with the help of Eq. (3.22) that comes out to be,

Cn =

s
a~
p
�

L0
e�a

2(pn�p0)2=2e�ipnx0=~, (3.24)

where, pn = n�~=L0 and initial momentum p0 = n0�~=L0. The probability amplitudes Cn in

momentum space is also Gaussian but the width associated with the wave packet is, however,

L0=
p
2a�~.

The modi�ed FU model discussed in section 2.2.4 can also be reduced to this standard

text book problem by setting the modulation parameter � = 0 in Eq. (2.65). In quantum

mechanics, j�n(x)j2 are the probabilities associated with eigenvectors. These probabilities are

observable rather than eigenvectors �n(x) itself. Classical revival time of this system can be

retrieved utilizing the approach, mentioned in section 3.1.1. By considering the �rst derivative

of energy eigenvalue of the system around the mean quantum number n0 as mentioned in Eq.
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(3.8). The classical revival time for time dependent one dimensional box comes out as,

Tcl =
2�~

E0
n jn=n0

=
4ML20
n0�~

: (3.25)

Again the quantum revival time for this system can be calculated by taking the second derivative

of energy eigenvalue around the mean energy value n0. Thus, Eq. (3.11) yields,

Trev =
2�~

(E00
n jn=n0) =2!

=
8ML20
�~

: (3.26)

The third derivative of energy eigenvalue becomes zero which shows that in�nite time is required

to observe super revivals in this system. Therefore, in general it is true that super revival time is

absent here. This means that classical revival time Tcl is the minimum and quantum revival time

Trev is the highest time scale spanned by the system. In between these time scales fractional

revival times will appear. Next we employ the probability density approach to evaluate these

revival structures.

3.2.1 Probability Density

Generally the probability density associated with any state of a system is de�ned as,

P (x; t) = 	(x; t)	�(x; t) = j	(x; t)j2 (3.27)

or

P (x; t) =
X
n;m

CnC
�
m�n(x)�

�
m(x)e

�i(En�Em)t=~: (3.28)

By selecting the probability amplitudes Cn and considering the eigen energy of the one dimen-

sional box as, En = n2�2~2=2ML20, we can write the probability density for any time from Eq.

(3.28) as,

P (x; t) =
X
n;m

CnC
�
m�n(x)�

�
m(x)e

� i�2~
2ML20

(n2�m2)t
: (3.29)
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In more explicit way as,

P (x; t) =
X
n=m

jCnj2 sin
�
n�x

L0

�
+
X
n6=m

CnC
�
m sin

�
n�x

L0

�
sin

�
m�x

L0

�
e
� i�2~
2ML20

(n2�m2)t
; (3.30)

P (x; t) = Pcl(x; t) + Pqm(x; t): (3.31)

The �rst non-interference term, containing n = m de�nes the classical probability density with

no time dependence. This term remains una¤ected throughout the evolution and contributes

a constant background in space-time structures with probability jCnj2n=m. The second, time

dependent term with n 6= m is the interference term with probability CnC�m. As the wave packet

evolves in time, interferences take place that manifests the presence of quantum mechanical

e¤ects here. In more explicit form we can write this Pqm(x; t) as,

Pqm(x; t) =
X
n;m

CnC
�
m

2L0

�
ei[(kn+km)x�

~(k2n�k
2
m)t

2M
] � e�i[(kn�km)x+

~(k2n�k
2
m)t

2M
]

�ei[(kn�km)x�
~(k2n�k

2
m)t

2M
] + e�i[(kn+km)x+

~(k2n�k
2
m)t

2M
]

�
; (3.32)

where, kn(m) = n(m)�=L0, is the wave number. This expression explicitly shows the interference

of two standing waves gives birth to the chopping structures [120, 121, 122, 123]. It is to be

noted that we have considered the Gaussian distribution as weighting factors with these standing

waves and have taken quantum numbers n to be very large, satisfying 1 << n0 << n. Here, n0

denotes the mean quantum number. By using this assumption, we may classify these standing

waves pattern in two groups, i.e., the co-propagating and counter propagating waves [124, 125,

126]. The co-propagating waves arise due to superposition of waves which are propagating in

the same direction. Mathematically this contribution comes from the superposition of e�iknx

and e�ikmx terms. The traces originated out of these waves corresponding to large quantum

numbers i.e. jkn + kmj � 2kn, in this case the group velocity is very large and these terms

are nomenclature as quantum terms. Moreover, quantum revivals in the system appear as a

consequence of such quantum terms. On the other hand the counter propagating waves arise

due to superposition of waves travelling in opposite directions [126]. Mathematically it happens

due to e�iknx and e�ikmx terms. These waves yield small quantum numbers with magnitude
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jkn � kmj << kn. These terms are responsible for the classical trajectories and therefore named

as classical terms [126]. Such terms are responsible for classical revivals. The phases associated

with the co-propagating waves are,

�cp � �
�
(kn + km)x� (k2n � k2m)

~t
2M

�
: (3.33)

By factoring i.e. (k2n � k2m) = (kn + km)(kn � km) the above expression becomes,

�cp � �(kn + km)
�
x� (kn � km)

~t
2M

�
: (3.34)

For counter propagating waves, the associated phases can be written as,

�co � �
�
(kn � km)x� (k2n � k2m)

~t
2M

�
: (3.35)

Using the further factorization the above expression transforms to,

�co � �(kn � km)
�
x� (kn + km)

~t
2M

�
: (3.36)

The di¤erence between two phases �cp and �co is apparent from the related expressions.

These quantum numbers appearing in the co-propagating waves are summed up constructively

with each other therefore yield a larger contribution. Whereas, the quantum numbers associated

with the counter propagating waves are in di¤erence with each other and correspondingly ends

up in small number. These expressions also manifest the presence of straight lines in phase space

with steepness 2M=~(kn � km). Referring to the Fig. 3-1 and Fig. 3-2, the straight, coloured

lines depicted in �gures mark low probability and are named as "canals" whereas the white,

lighter lines show high probability and are termed as "ridges". The steepness of these lines

depends on the sum and di¤erence of quantum numbers n and m. Since n and m are running

indices so there is an appreciable probability that their sum/di¤erence generate to the same

number repeatedly. Such recurrent numbers enhance the beauty of canals/ridges structures

and open the discussion for multi-degeneracy [120]. Each straight line has constant phase and

the phase velocity associated with these straight lines can be determined using Eq.(3.34) and
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Figure 3-1: Spatiotemporal behaviour of a particle trapped inside an un-modulated one dimen-
sional box having zero initial momentum for all cases. (a) Considering the initial position of
particle at middle of the box i.e. x0 = L0=2 a special case, in which four revivals are apparent
in half of revival time Trev=2. The natural periodicity of the system under these initial con-
ditions is only expressed by quantum revival time. (b) Initial position of particle is slightly
shifted from centre of box i.e. x0 = 11L0=20. Here, the system possess the classical as well
as quantum periodicity; (c) Considering a special initial position x0 = L0=3, will lead to exact
revivals at multiple of Trev=6. Similar features with mirror image can be discussed with select-
ing x0 = 2L0=3 as an initial position. (d) Considering initial position at left corner of box i.e.
x0 = L0=15 Here, in this case exact revival is obtained at Trev=2 and at its integral multiples.
The mirror image of this plot can be retrieved by selecting the initial position on the right
corner of the box.
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Eq.(3.35) [121],

�n6=m = �(k2n � k2m)~=2M(kn � km): (3.37)

This phase velocity is constant in time and di¤erent for each distinguished pair of n; m. For

numerical simplicity and to be consistent with the experimental scheme proposed in previous

chapter, we scale the mass M = 1=2 and Planck�s constant as, ~ = 1. The most distinguished

feature of these quantum carpets is that they provide detailed view both in space and time

simultaneously. These structures provide a complete look on revivals as well as fractional

revivals present at any point in space. Here, in Fig. 3-1, we plotted four di¤erent space-time

structures by selecting the di¤erent initial positions and momenta associated with the Gaussian

wave packet. Numerically speaking the momentum p0 = 0 implies that the particle placed in

the quantum box is initially at rest. The wave packet associated with this particle spreads with

time following quantum dynamics contrary to classical description. Classical periodic motion

is absent under this condition, which is imposed by the initial momentum. For these cases, the

only natural periodicity present in the system is expressed by the quantum revival time Trev.

The initial conditions are provided by the expansion coe¢ cients expressed through Eq. (3.24).

Under this condition the initial probability associated with the wave packet become,

Cn =

q
a
p
�e�a

2n2�2=2 sin(n�x0). (3.38)

From this expression, it is evident that for some speci�c value of initial position x0, a number

of the probability amplitudes vanish. If we place the wave packet at middle of the box i.e. at

x0 = L0=2, then probability amplitude coe¢ cient will be zero for all even values of the quantum

numbers n [28]. However, all odd values of quantum number n = 2k + 1 will contribute. Now

the energy of un-driven one dimensional box is given by,

En =
�2(2k + 1)2

L20
= E0(4k

2 + 4k + 1) = E0 + 8E0(
k2 + k

2
): (3.39)

The �rst term in Eq. (3.39) is a constant term which becomes the overall phase of the system.

The second term containing E0 times an integer will lead to the revival times that are eight

times smaller than the standard revival time Trev. This means, under above mentioned initial
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condition, eight revivals are apparent in the quantum carpets from initial time t = 0 to t = Trev.

In Fig. 3-1-a we have plotted upto half quantum revival time (Trev=2) and here four revivals

are apparent. Beyond half revival time the structure is repetitive. If the initial wave packet

is placed slightly away from x0 = L0=2 such that the initial momentum remains the same i.e.

p0 = 0, then these four sub revivals will disappear. However, we will observe the revival at

Trev=2 as depicted in Fig. 3-1-b. Similarly, by selecting the initial position as x0 = L0=3 or

2L0=3 the expansion coe¢ cients Cn vanish by setting n = 3k. These two special positions will

lead to exact revivals at multiples of Trev=6, shown in Fig. 3-1-c. Again, after this time, the

whole structure will recur till full revival time Trev. In case of Fig. 3-1-d we place the Gaussian

wave packet near the wall i.e. at x0 = L0=15 under the condition that width a is considerably

small as compared to the length of the box L0. For this case we obtain exact revivals at half

revival time Trev=2. It is further observed that for all the cases, except for the initial position

x0 = L0=2, the �rst adjacent revival appears as the mirror image of the previous one. This

di¤erence of location is very much apparent for the case of x0 = L0=15 that appears due to

presence of an additional phase already explained through Eq. (3.17).

Next in Fig. 3-2, we consider the case where initial momentum is not zero i.e. p0 6= 0 with

similar initial spatial locations as mentioned in Fig. 3-1. Initial momentum of the particle slowly

displaces the wave packet away from the initial position along-with the unitary spreading. For

initial position x0 = L0=2, we only get revival at Trev=2: All other sub-revivals apparent in the

Fig. 3-1-a disappears because the even expansion coe¢ cients in Eq. (3.38) are not forced to

quit [28]. Generally, as we go to the higher values of the initial momentum, the classical period

for this system becomes extremely small as apparent from Eq. (3.25). However, the quantum

revival times remain una¤ected since it is independent of the initial momentum [see Eq. (3.26)].

This therefore, again highlights the claim that quantum revival time (Trev) is the largest time

for such a system. The ratio between the classical and quantum revival time can be retrieved

with the help of Eq. (3.25) and Eq. (3.26) and is given by,

Trev
Tcl

= 2n0. (3.40)

This suggests that wave packet observe many classical periods before approaching the quantum
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Figure 3-2: Spatiotemporal behaviour of a particle trapped inside an un-modulated one dimen-
sional box with initial momentum of p0 = 10� and same initial positions are selected as in
Fig. 3-1. The classical period of the system becomes very small as predicted by Eq. (3.25)
due to dependence on initial momentum provided. However, the quantum revival times remain
una¤ected being independent from value of initial momentum as expressed by Eq. (3.26). All
other sub-revivals apparent in the Fig. 3-1 disappears because the even expansion coe¢ cients
in Eq. (3.38) are not forced to quit.
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revival time. For this reason the presence of fractional revival structures is evident. From Fig.

3-1 and Fig. 3-2, it is clear that the whole structure of quantum carpets is symmetric about

the half revival time Trev=2. After full revival time Trev, we persistently witness a repetitive

structure.

3.2.2 Autocorrelation Function

Autocorrelation function provides us the facility to compare the initial quantum state with

any later unitarily time evolved quantum state via Hilbert space projection. This is just like a

temporal scanning process through which the similarity on distance in Hilbert space is measured

between the initial state and the current state of system. For a normalized wave packet the

maximum similarity (or zero distance) goes to unity and minimum similarity goes to zero. The

idea behind such projection is very simple: if any time dependent state 	(x; t) is similar to the

initial sate 	(x; 0) we get the unit autocorrelation that re�ects the maximum similarity between

the two states. This shows that the initial sate is completely retrieved after time evolution, and

is termed as revival. The autocorrelation function is de�ned as,

A(t) =

1Z
�1

	(x; t)	�(x; 0)dx: (3.41)

The autocorrelation function for one dimensional box with the wave packet solution described

through Eq. (3.21) comes out to be,

A(t) =
X
n;m

CnC
�
me

�iEnt=~
1Z

�1

�n(x)�
�
m(x)dx: (3.42)

Since the eigen solutions for the system are orthonormal, so autocorrelation function becomes,

A(t) =
X
n

jCnj2 e�iEnt=~. (3.43)

This is plotted in Fig. 3-3 with initial momentum of the wave packet considered to be zero.

The autocorrelation appears as, A(t = 0) =
P
n
jCnj2 = 1; which is simply the normalization

condition. Here, Cn are the probability amplitudes associated with each eigenvector and corre-
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Figure 3-3: Autocorrelation plots of one dimensional box with similar initial conditions as in
Figure 3-1. The thick, black curves show the autocorrelation plots of Eq. (3.43). The dotted
blue curves, indicate the shift in locations of revivals as evaluated through Eq. (3.49). (a) For
x0 = L0=2 location of revivals will not change so both curves overlap manifesting the similar
output. In Fig (b), (c), and (d) these shifts in locations are evident by trend of dotted blue
curve at Trev=2:
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sponding energy is En = n2�2~2=2ML20. Gaussian wave packet engineering can be carried out

by manipulating the probability amplitudes through Eq. (3.22) and Eq. (3.23). At time t > 0,

di¤erent energy components of wave packet are allowed to spread. The classical component

of the wave packet described through Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.8), together with autocorrelation

function, is written as,

Acl(t) �
X
n

jCnj2 e
�2i�k t

Tcl ; (3.44)

where (n � n0) � k is an integer. This component can be used to describe the short term

evolution in time development of the wave packet as well as in the description of fractional

revivals. This equally de�nes the basic time scale in our analysis. To examine the behaviour of

wave packet near quantum revival time Trev, we use �rst two terms in Eq. (3.6) and get,

A(t � Trev) =
X
n

jCnj2 e
�2i�k t

Tcl e�2i�k
2
. (3.45)

For the autocorrelation function to be retrieved, the periodicity suggests that the term e�2i�k
2

must goes to unity so,

A(t � Trev) �
X
n

jCnj2 e
�2i�k t

Tcl = Acl(x; t): (3.46)

We want to examine the autocorrelation at half of quantum revival time i.e. at t � Trev=2, and

�nd that

A(t � Trev=2) �
X
n

jCnj2 e
�2i�k t

Tcl e�i�k
2
: (3.47)

Here, we should note the additional term e�i�k
2
= �1, which implies that near half of the

quantum revival time, the autocorrelation and hence wave packet will reappear with the original

periodicity. To describe it completely we consider the semi-classical time evolution as,

Acl(t+ Tcl=2) �
X
n

jCnj2 e
�2i�k (t+Tcl=2)

Tcl =
X
n

jCnj2 e
�2i�k t

Tcl e�i�k: (3.48)

Comparing the additional phase factors in Eq. (3.47) and Eq. (3.48), we see that similar even or

odd values of k produce, A(t � Trev=2) = Acl(t+ Tcl=2). Therefore one can safely say that the
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quantum revival that arises at t � Trev=2 has half a period as compared with the initial wave.

This phase di¤erence is re�ected by the change in location, but the revival structure is similar

to the initial one. However in general, this revival does not present itself in autocorrelation�s

plot [i.e. Fig. 3-3] due to the change of location. As stated earlier, this is a scanning process in

time keeping the position �xed. At t � Trev=2 the wave packet will revive at the mirror location

of the initial one except for the case when it is placed at the middle of the box. This fact is

apparent in Fig. 3-1 and for this speci�c location eight sub revivals appear before full revival

time Trev as discussed earlier in the previous section. However, we can resolve this �ipping of

position by a mathematical technique. Here we replace the position variable x! L0� x in the

evolved state. Hence, Eq. (3.41) gives us,

A(t) =

1Z
�1

	(L� x; t)	�(x; 0)dx: (3.49)

This measures the relation between the initial state and the �ipped one. Such graphs are

plotted together with the plots of autocorrelation expressed through Eq. (3.41) in Fig. 3-3 for

comparison.

To get more insight into the quantum revivals by autocorrelation function, we have also

plotted probability density in space along with autocorrelation plots for the �xed values of

times in Fig. 3-4. Here, we considered the initial position of the wave packet at left corner of

the box and initial momentum as zero. It is evident from Eq. (3.47) that quantum revival will

appear at t � Trev=2 but due to �ipping of position it is absent here. This revival is shown

through dotted lines with the help of Eq. (3.49). For comparison, we can see this revival is

apparent in space-time plots presented in the previous section in Fig. 3-1-c. For convenience,

the probability density in space is also shown at this selected time in Fig. 3-4. For t � Trev=4,

the wave packet shows two peaks in space which are equidistant from each other. Analytically,

the same can be obtained using Eq. (3.2),

A(t � Trev=4) �
X
n

jCnj2 e
�2i�k t

Tcl e�i�k
2=2: (3.50)

The additional phase factor appearing here depends on k along-with classical term and is de�ned
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Figure 3-4: Autocorrelation for initial momentum p0 = 0 and selecting initial position of the
wave packet at left corner of the box i.e. at x0 = L0=10.The initial width of the wave packet is
taken to be 0:04 in position space. The snapshots of probability densities are plotted in smaller
�gures for selected times of revivals and fractional revivals. At t = 0, the initial wave packet
is placed on left corner as apparent in probability density plot where the autocorrelation is
maximum at that time. But the autocorrelation for shifted position, shown by blue dashed line
is minimum and shows the absence of wave packet at this selected time on mirror location. At
t = Trev=8, two of the four mini wave packets are evident from autocorrelation plot and also
apparent on the both corners in the probability density depiction. At t = Trev=4, wave packet
will split in only two mini wave packets opposite in locations as apparent in probability density
and autocorrelation plots. At t = Trev=2, the black thick curve generated through Eq. (3.43)
shows absence of revival but the shift of location is indicated by blue dashed curve through Eq.
(3.49).
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earlier in section 3.1.1. Thus, the quarter revival time, as described in earlier section, comes to

be,

A(t � Trev=4) �
X
n

jCnj2 e
�2i�k t

Tcl

�
1p
2

�
e�i�=4 + ei�=4e�i�k

��
=

1p
2

h
e�i�=4Acl(t) + e

i�=4Acl(t+ Tcl=2)
i
: (3.51)

It is evident from above expression that near t � Trev=4 two out of phase, highly-correlated

copies of wave packet are produced each containing half of the probability. The similar wave

packet behaviour will emerge out at t � 3Trev=4. These mini-wave packets are termed as

fractional revivals. Four mini-wave packets are observed at t � Trev=8 or t � 3Trev=8. From

here, we can note two important points; �rst, these mini-wave packet revivals appear in a

fashioned way in time and secondly the probability is also equally distributed between these

fractional revivals [28].

As already stated that, the quantum revival is t � Trev but at half of this time (t �

Trev=2) the wave packet reappears but at mirror location. Interestingly all factional revivals are

symmetric in nature about t � Trev=2. Generally we can say that a wave packet will exhibit

fractional revival at t � (pTrev=q). Here, p and q are mutually prime numbers. To describe it

completely we consider the semi classical time evolution. The term in the exponential, becomes

unity from Euler�s formula, so mathematically it is satis�ed that, at quantum revival time the

autocorrelation gives us unity. It means that at quantum revival time Trev the wave packet will

reappear in its original wave form at the similar position in space where it is placed initially

[207].

3.3 Asymmetric Revivals in driven one dimensional box

In previous section it is shown that the quantum revivals in un-driven systems are equidistant

from each other in time and once the �rst quantum revival time is predicted the remnant ones

are indeed found to be integer multiples of it. Whereas, the fractional revivals are fractional

multiples of quantum revival time and are symmetric in nature. Now, in this section, we

discuss the system which is, subject to time dependent external periodic modulation. The
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external periodic force obeying Eq. (2.11) is applied on only one of the wall and second wall

remains static. This model is well known as the Fermi-Ulam model. The classical as well as

quantum mechanical aspects concerning this model are already discussed in Chapter 2. The

eigen solutions for this system is retrieved via Eq. (2.63) together with Eq. (2.64) and rewritten

here, for consistency as,

�n(x; t) =

r
2

L
sin
�n�x
L

�
exp

"
i
x2

:
L

2L
� in2�2(t)

2

#
; (3.52)

with,

(t) =

tZ
0

d

[L()]2
: (3.53)

The eigen solutions of simple one dimensional box can be retrieved from here, as limiting case

by substituting the modulation strength � equal to zero. The eigen energy for Fermi-Ulam

system implicitly depends on time. Now here, our aim is to predict the quantum revival times

for this system. Due to implicit dependence of energy eigenvalues on time, the usual techniques

discussed in sections 3.1 are not suitable here. However, the autocorrelation functions and

quantum carpets are still the useful numerical tools for predicting the quantum revival times.

Here, in this section, we propose new analytical method based on graphical representation to

predict the quantum revival times [76]. The quantum revival times in such a modulated system

like Fermi-Ulam, depends on the strength of modulation under the condition � << L0. The

space time structures are also modi�ed in presence of modulation and symmetrical feature are

subsequently lost. In this section �rst we present an analytical way to predict the revival times

in modulated system, and secondly we observe the revivals via space time representation of the

structures. The asymmetric structures and corresponding changes in canals and ridges are also

discussed.

3.3.1 Graphical Illustrations of Asymmetric Revivals

The eigen energies for Fermi-Ulam system have implicit dependence on time and, under this

situation, we cannot calculate the quantum revival times straight forwardly. The rescaled time

(t) is described through Eq. (3.53), written under the assumption that external modulation � is
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very weak as compared to the mean distance between the two walls. By using this approximation

and using the dimensionless expression for the wall motion we may solve the rescaled time as,

(t) =

tZ
0

d

[L0 + � sin()]2
. (3.54)

Rearranging, we get,

(t) =
1

L20

tZ
0

[1 + (�=L0) sin()]
�2d: (3.55)

Now using the Binomial expansion and ignoring higher order terms of the argument (�=L0)

under the assumption � << L0, we get,

(t) �=
1

L20

tZ
0

[1� (2�=L0) sin()]d. (3.56)

Let us rede�ne the modulation strength as e¤ective modulation strength �eff = 2�=L0. Solving

above integral, we get,

(t) �=
1

L20
(t� �eff (1� cos(t))) : (3.57)

This is the required rescaled time used in eigen solution expressed in Eq. (3.52) and employed

further to study the wave packet dynamics for Fermi-Ulam system. This solution reduces the

rescaled time as, (t) = t=L20 when �eff = 0, which means that it is consistent with the case of

one dimensional box.

A well localized wave packet, initially Gaussian in shape, is placed in between the two

walls where one wall is executing periodic oscillation. At t > 0, this wave packet is allowed to

evolve in space and time. This wave packet will su¤er constructive and destructive interferences

according to quantum dynamics. After t > 0, the wave packet will gradually diminish leading

to collapse as the destructive interference becomes dominant. At a later time when constructive

interferences supersede the wave packet regain its original morphology. The time taken by the

wave packet to regain its original shape, i.e. t = T�eff , such that, 	(x; T�eff ) = 	(x; 0) is

known as revival time for the modulated system.

Initially, at t = 0, the wave packet placed in the modulated box can be expressed through
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Eq. (3.52) and Eq. (3.57) as,

	(x; 0) =
X
n

Cn�n(x; 0) =
X
n

Cn

r
2

L0
sin

�
n�x

L0

�
: (3.58)

Considering 	(x; 0) as Gaussian in position as expressed through Eq. (3.23) implies that the

probability amplitudes Cn are equally Gaussian in momentum space as described in Eq. (3.24).

This is the similar initial state as placed in the one dimensional box. The wave packet reappears

during time evolution in its original shape when the exponential factor of Eq. (3.52) will vanish

or equals to unity. The �rst term in the exponential factor is independent of the quantum

number and therefore acts as a global phase factor [127, 128]. This factor plays no role in

quantum revival time because it cancels out in the derivations of probability density and the

autocorrelation functions. However the second term is signi�cant and depends on the quantum

number n and scaled time (t). This term whenever approaches to unity, the wave packet

resurrect itself as expressed in Eq. (3.58). Hence, the exponent of the Eq. (3.52) in accordance

with the above statement can be expressed in mathematical notations as,

exp

�
� in

2�2(t)

2

�
= �1. (3.59)

This can only be achieved if n2�2(t)=2 = 2�s, with s being an integer. By placing the value

of (t) from Eq. (3.57), the time dependent exponential term becomes,

exp

�
�2in2�

�
�

4L20

�
(t� �eff (1� cos(t)))

�
(3.60)

and it is equal to s, as its exponent becomes,

t� �eff (1� cos(t)) = s
4L20
�
. (3.61)

Interestingly, the quantum revival time for an un-driven system as described in Eq. (3.26) with

the substitution of the dimensionless values of mass M = 1=2 and Plank�s constant ~ = 1,

comes out to be Trev = 4L20=�. It is already shown that the integral multiples of Trev produce

higher revival times in un-driven systems which are at equal distance in time from each other
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and are replica of the �rst one. The exact half revival time for such a system was found at

Trev=2 and it is shown that symmetric fractional revivals are present around this value [28, 111].

In driven situations, expansion and contraction of the box�s boundary appreciably a¤ects

the dynamics of the wave packet con�ned inside. During expansion, the wave packet has more

space to spread whereas during contraction it has to be squeezed in lesser space. Due to the

periodic motion of boundary, this expansion and contraction does, in no way, a¤ect the mean

energy over a complete period. Anyhow, the dynamics of the wave packet is changed and,

as a consequence, quantum revival times are also altered from the ones found in un-driven

situations. These quantum revival time T s�eff depends mainly on two parameters, modulation

strength �eff and the period of oscillation of the boundary. Depending on these two factors, a

unique revival time T s�eff is observed for each quantum revival, which is never repeated again.

To understand this, let us rewrite Eq. (3.61),

t� �eff (1� cos(t))� sTrev = 0: (3.62)

We now use the quantum revival time Trev for un-driven system as a standard comparative

factor and utilize it to gauge the di¤erence between driven situation and un-driven situation.

Furthermore, from this expression we can straightforwardly calculate the quantum revival time

T s�eff of speci�c period for a driven system. We want to calculate the value of "t" for which

this Eq. (3.62) is balanced for a �xed value of �eff . This is done by calculating the roots of the

equation numerically for �xed value of �eff . Apart from the numerical way, we may equally

calculate the roots for the equation through graphical illustration. For �nding the roots we

further bifurcate Eq. (3.62) into two functions f1(t) = t and f2(t) = �eff (1 � cos(t)) + sTrev.

These two functions are plotted in Fig. 3-5-a on vertical axes. The points where the functions

f1(t) and f2(t) intersect each other are marked by red spot and yields the roots of Eq. (3.62).

These roots, shown on the horizontal axes, give us the values of quantum revival times. Here,

s is the period of the driven system. For s = 1, we get the �rst full quantum revival time

T 1�eff = 1:11Trev. Similarly for s = 2, we get T 2�eff = 2:33Trev, i.e. second, full quantum

revival time and so on. Some of them are plotted and marked as T 1�eff ; T
2
�eff

; ::::T 6�eff for

s = 1; 2; :::6 respectively in Fig. 3-5-a. In contrast with the un-driven scenario, these quantum
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revival times are not an integer multiple of the �rst revival time. The quantum revival times

for driven system are unique and distinct and cannot be predicted by any fashioned way. The

symmetricity exhibited by the quantum revival times in un-driven situation breaks down for any

arbitrary �xed value of �eff . Further it should be noted that the slight change in modulation

strength (�eff ) will again alter the overall revival structures.

In case of un-driven system, the wave packet also reconstruct at half of the quantum revival

time with opposite phase as compared to the initial one. In this situation half revival time is

just half an integer multiple of full revival time. Same is true for fractional revivals and are

simply given by (p=q)Trev, where p and q are mutually prime numbers. However under driven

situation, an altogether di¤erent scenario emerges. Half and fractional revival times are also

unique for each value of s. To calculate these times we replace s! ((p=q)+s�1) in Eq. (3.62)

and rewrite it as follows,

t� �eff (1� cos(t))� ((
p

q
) + s� 1)Trev = 0; (3.63)

where p and q are mutually prime integers and p < q.

For the particular case when �eff = 0:1, s = 1, q = 2 and p = 1, half revival time can be

calculated by using Eq. (3.63) which comes out to be T 1(1=2)�eff
= 0:527Trev. The time in this

case is comparatively longer than that of un-driven system which is Trev=2. It is also not a

half integer multiple of �rst quantum revival time T 1�eff . Similarly half revival time for s = 2,

keeping other parameters same, comes out to be T 2(1=2)�eff
= 1:732Trev, which is again a unique

revival time and neither itself nor its multiples exist for �xed value of �eff . The half revival

times are shown by the long dashed, blue lines in Fig. 3-5-a up to six values of s and indicated

as T 1(1=2)�eff
; T

2(1=2)
�eff

:::::T
6(1=2)
�eff

. Many factional revivals can be observed in a speci�c revival period

by selecting di¤erent values of p=q. Some of them are shown for the �rst (s = 1) and fourth

(s = 4) periods in Fig. 3-5-b, c. To observe these fractional revival times by transcendental

equation expressed in Eq. (3.63) we bifurcate this into two function, one linear as f1(t) = t

and the second as, f2(t) = �eff (1 � cos(t)) + ((pq ) + s � 1)Trev. For �eff = 0:1 and s = 1, we

may choose di¤erent values of p and q, to obtain many fractional revival times. Some of them

by considering the p=q as, 1=8; 1=4; 3=4 and 7=8 are designated as, T 1(1=8)�eff
; T

1(1=4)
�eff

; T
1(3=4)
�eff

and
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Figure 3-5: Graphical Illustration of Eq. (3.63) and (3.62) to calculate the modi�ed revival
time in presence of periodic modulation. Considering �eff = 0:1, and s is a positive integer
value indicating the full revival times where the half and fractional times of revivals can be
calculated by selecting di¤erent values of p and q such that, p < q:
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T
1(7=8)
�eff

in Fig. 3-5-b and come out to be as, 0:126Trev; 0:256Trev; 0:812Trev and 0:960Trev

respectively. These fractional revival times are not an integer or fractional multiples of each

other in clear contrast with the un-driven situation. Same pattern is also apparent for s = 4 in

Fig. 3-5-c. For this, the fractional revivals are indicated by T 4(1=8)�eff
; T

4(1=4)
�eff

; T
4(3=4)
�eff

and T 4(7=8)�eff

and come out to be, 3:511Trev; 3:626Trev; 4:069Trev and 4:177Trev for p=q as, 1=8; 1=4; 3=4 and

7=8 respectively. These all fractional revival times, produced in the driven system, are also

unique and not symmetric when compared with un-driven situation.

In summary, we may say that revival times in driven situation are delayed, unique, and

asymmetric about half revival time which is in utter contrast with the un-driven situations.

This asymmetric pattern is re�ected in space and time as well as in quantum carpets explicitly

and in the next sections we intend to discuss it brie�y.

3.3.2 Asymmetric Revivals in Space and time

Asymmetric delayed times of revivals can be observed in time domain by means of the auto-

correlation and in space by probability density for a driven system. These unique revival times

by means of autocorrelation function [Eq. (3.41)] can be evaluated with the help of wave func-

tion derived in Eq. (3.52) along with Eq. (3.58) for Fermi-Ulam system. The autocorrelation

function for a driven system, as mentioned earlier, can be expressed as,

Ad(t) =
X
n

jCnj2 e�in
2�2(t)=2: (3.64)

Here, (t) is de�ned in Eq. (3.53) and under the assumption � << L0, is reduced to Eq.

(3.57). Whenever the wave packet gains its original posture and similar location where it

was placed initially, the autocorrelation function becomes maximum as the exponential term

becomes unity. On the other hand, it will be minimum if time evolved wave packet does not

resembles with the initial one. The revival time for driven system as predicted in the previous

section can be observed in this way and are depicted in Fig. 3-6. In this �gure, we have used

the same initial conditions as mentioned in Fig. 3-3 upto �rst full revival time T 1�eff of the

driven system. We have also plotted the autocorrelation function of an un-driven system here,

represented by coloured dashed lines for comparison on identical time scale. As indicated in the
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Figure 3-6: Autocorrelation plots for the FU model: black, thick curves are representing driven
system with e¤ective modulation strength �eff = 0:1. Whereas, blue dotted curves are for the
un-driven case. The other initial conditions i.e. initial position and momentum remains same
as selected in Fig. 3-3. The revival times of driven system are represented by vertical line. It is
clearly evident that in driven system quantum revival and fractional revival times are delayed
as compared to un-driven system.
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�gure, the �rst half revival time T 1(1=2)�eff
for �eff = 0:1 is delayed as compared to the un-driven

system marked as Trev=2. The autocorrelation function is maximum at these half revival times

and prominent in Fig. 3-6-a for both driven and un-driven system. Here, a zero momentum

wave packet is placed initially at the middle of the one dimensional box. This special case is

already discussed through Eq. (3.39) in section 3.2.1. The only notable point here is the shift

of the revivals times. As the initial position of the wave packet is slightly away from centre of

the box, the autocorrelation function loses its maximum value as apparent in Fig. 3-6-b. The

autocorrelation at half revival times touches the minimum value when initial position of wave

packet is selected at some corner or near to corner of one dimensional box in either driven or

un-driven situation. These values associated with initial positions of wave packet are depicting

the collapse of wave packet in autocorrelation plots as shown in Fig. 3-6-c, d. This is in

contradiction with mathematical expression discussed in Eq. (3.47). This problem, already

indicated in the section 3.2.2, is left intentionally for more discussions in chapter 4. Here, we

want to clarify that through autocorrelation function a window in space is de�ned by selecting

the initial placement position of the wave packet and scanning over time is taken. Due to

this reason autocorrelation function de�ned through Eq. (3.64) is unable to count the revivals

of the wave packet other than the position where it was placed initially. These revivals not

apparent in time can be observed in space by probability density of the un-driven system. The

probability density of the driven system can be written with the help of Eq. (3.27) and wave

function expressed in Eq. (3.52) together with the superposition principle give,

P (x; t) =
X
n;m

2CnC
�
m

L
�n(x; t)�

�
m(x; t): (3.65)

By selecting di¤erent values of times, probability densities in space are plotted in Fig. 3-7

and Fig. 3-8 for un-driven and driven systems for comparison. These probability densities are

plotted considering that the initial location of wave packet is at the corner of the box and the

initial momentum associated with it is zero. Let us �rst consider Fig. 3-7-a, b. At time t = 0

the wave packet is placed at the left corner of the box for both driven and un-driven cases.

During its time evolution the wave packet undergoes constructive and destructive interferences,

and at t = Trev=8 four mini wave packets are observed in case of un-driven system shown in
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Fig. 3-7-a. Whereas in Fig. 3-7-b, for driven system the wave packet is still evolving and will

reconstruct a little bit later at T 1(1=8)�eff
as described through Eq. (3.63) and shown in Fig. 3-8-a.

At this fractional revival time T 1(1=2)�eff
the un-driven wave packet undergoes collapse phase as

shown in Fig. 3-7-b. Similarly, at t = Trev=4 two mini wave packets are observed in Fig. 3-7-a

whereas, for driven system this times comes to be t = T
1(1=4)
�eff

. At t = Trev=2, the un-driven

system is passing through the revival opposite to the position where it was initially placed.

Similar is the case with driven system but now revival occurs at t = T
1(1=2)
�eff

. From these plots

it is apparent that wave packet will revive at half revival time for both systems but opposite

to initial location where it was placed. The notable point here is the mismatch of the times

of revivals in both the systems. However, this change of location in revival structure at half

revival time can be resolved in autocorrelation plots by Eq. (3.49). Considering the similar

initial conditions and using Eq. (3.49) these half revival times are shown in Fig. 3-6 and marked

as T 1(1=2)�eff
and Trev=2 with maximum autocorrelation. On the other hand, at t = 0, T 1�eff or Trev

the autocorrelation is showing minima. One clear indication in all plots related to this section

is the feature of delayed revivals in presence of modulation. However, how much these times

of revivals are shifted in time as compared to un-driven situation depends on the modulating

strength �eff : A comprehensive way to observe the revivals structures are the spatio-temporal

plots well known as quantum carpets which exhibit these structures in space as well as in time

simultaneously.

3.3.3 Spatio-Temporal Structures

Here, we explain the wave packet dynamics in the driven system with the aid of quantum

carpets which serves as an important tool to analyse the features of modi�ed revivals both in

time and space domains. The eigenvectors for the driven system under the approxiation of

weak driving force is obtained in Eq. (3.52), which agrees well with the boundary conditions of

the system. To understand the wave packet dynamics in space-time, we write the probability

density corresponding to the wave function as,

P (x; t) =
X
n;m

2CnC
�
m

L
�n(x; t)�

�
m(x; t): (3.66)
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Figure 3-7: Comparative probability densities in space at revival times of un-driven system:
(a) un-driven system and (b) driven system. In (a) The wave packet is behaving in completely
ordered form at revival and fractional revival times of un-driven system. At similar selected
times the driven system is showing disorders in revival structures. Wave packet is initially
placed at x0 = L0=10 and initial momentum is zero.
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Figure 3-8: Comparative probability densities in space at revival times of driven system: (a)
driven system and (b) un-driven system. In (a) The wave packet is behaving in completely
ordered form at revival and fractional revival times of driven system. At similar selected times
the driven system in showing disorders in revival structures. Wave packet is initially placed at
x0 = L0=10 and initial momentum is zero.
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In a more explicit form, the expression may be reformulated as follows,

P (x; t) =
X
n=m

2 jCnj2

L
sin2

�n�x
L

�
+
X
n6=m

2CnC
�
m

L
sin
�n�x
L

�
sin
�m�x

L

�
exp

�
� i(n

2 �m2)�2(t)

2

�
.

(3.67)

The extra phase factor listed in the expression for eigenvectors in Eq. (3.52) does not contribute

to the probability density and acts just as a global phase factor [127, 128]. In the above

expression, we can separate the interference terms n 6= m from non-interfering term n = m.

Interestingly, for the driven case, the non-interfering term also has time dependence. The

exponential present in the non-interfering term, possess the factor of rescaled time (t) which

is the main contributor towards revival times already discussed at length in previous section.

As modulation strength �eff << L0, so (t);will be reduced to Eq. (3.57). Using the standard

Bessel functions identities, eic sin t =
1P

�=�1
ei�tJ�(c) and

1P
s=�1

Ja(x)Js�a(y) = Js(x � y), Eq.

(3.67) becomes,

P (x; t) =
X
n=m

jCnj2

L

"
1�

1X
�=�1

f�(�eff ;n;x) cos(2knx� �t)
#

+
X
n6=m

CnC
�
me

i(k2n�k2m)�eff

2L

"" 1X
�=�1

f�(�eff ;n;m;x)e
i((kn�km)x��t) + c:c

#

�

24 1X
�=�1

f�(�eff ;n;m;x)e
i((kn+km)x��t) + c:c:

3535� e�i(k2n�k2m) t2 ; (3.68)

where,

f�(�eff ; n; x) = J� (2knx�eff ) (3.69a)

f�(�eff ; n;m; x) = e
�i��=2

J�
��
(kn � km)x+ (k2n � k2m)

�
�eff

�
(3.69b)

f�(�eff ; n;m; ~x) = e
�i��=2

J�
��
(kn + km)x+ (k

2
n � k2m)

�
�eff

�
, (3.69c)

with, kn(m) = n(m)�=Lo. The functions "f" are both position and modulation strength de-

pendent. Whereas, the time dependence is only present in the exponential terms. At a �xed

time and for a �xed value of �eff , the functions f introduce a position dependent modulation

for each n and m, which control the slope of the canals. As di¤erent combination of n�s and
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m�s produces same number, thus the function controls the visibility and heights of canals and

ridges in quantum carpets. Moreover in the interfering terms containing n 6= m, there is global

phase factor which depends on modulation strength �eff . As a test of consistency with the

un-driven situation we place �eff = 0, and correspondingly �nd that the Bessel functions in

the functions f reduce to J�;�;�=0[6=0](0) = 1[0]: Eq. (3.68) therefore takes the form,

P (x; t) =
X
n=m

jCnj2

Lo
[1� cos(2knx)]

+
X
n6=m

CnC
�
m

2Lo
[ei(kn�km)x + c:c:� ei(kn+km)x � c:c:]� e�i(k2n�k2m)

t
2 . (3.70)

This expression is identical to Eq. (3.30) which is plotted in Fig. 3-1 and Fig. 3-2 and bears

exact a¢ nity with the previous known results for un-driven system [126, 121]. By comparing

Eq. (3.68) and (3.70), it is evident that the probability density expression for modulated system

contains extra time dependence in the term containing n = m. This term in un-driven situation

de�nes the classical probability with no time dependence, zero phase velocity and contributes

solely to a constant background with probability of jCnj2. But in driven situation, it produces

a time dependent background in quantum carpets that has a phase velocity and is derived in

the next section. The second term with n 6= m is the interference term and gives birth to the

chopping structures in un-driven situations. Here, in driven situation the slopes of the canals

and ridges are amended depending on the driving parameter �eff . The space-time structure

that arises for the driven situation with �eff = 0:1 is plotted in Fig. 3-9 along with graphics

for un-driven situation. Here, we chose the zero initial momentum associated with the wave

packet that is placed at the centre of the one dimensional box. As explained earlier through Eq.

(3.39) that this special choice of initial conditions leads to the revival times that are eight times

smaller than the standard revival time Trev. This means that the wave packet will reappear four

times for half revival time Trev=2 which is depicted in Fig. 3-9-a for un-driven case. Selecting

the identical time scale, the probability density expressed in Eq. (3.68) is plotted in Fig. 3-9-b.

It is evident at a glance that the fourth revival time is missing at Trev=2 in this �gure. This

half revival will appear at T 1(1=2)�eff
= 0:527Trev as mentioned in the previous section. Here,

in all �gures we normalized time with the Trev of an un-driven system. This shift of revival
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Figure 3-9: Spatio-Temporal and autocorrelation function of (a) un-driven and (b) driven Fermi-
Ulam accelerator. The wave packet is initially placed at x0 = L0=2 with zero initial momentum.
The Spatio-temporal plot of un-driven system shows half revival at Trev=2. This point is marked
by a horizontal line on the corresponding plot of driven system where this half revival is absent
on the similar time scale. The autocorrelation is depicting the similar result. This shifting of
revival times is also prominent at Trev=4 in spatio-temporal as well as autocorrelation function
plot.
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time is also evident in other revivals as indicated in Fig. 3-9. Not only the revival times but

also the slopes of canals and ridges are a¤ected in presence of modulation. As the steepness

of these lines depends on the sum and di¤erence of quantum numbers n and m, which in this

case, is also a¤ected by the modulation parameter �eff . This is because these parameters

appear in the arguments of functions de�ned by f in Eq. (3.68). Since n and m are running

indices so there is an appreciable probability that their sum/di¤erence give rise to the same

number repeatedly. Such recurrent numbers enhance the beauty of canals/ridges structures

and open the discussion of multi-degeneracy [120]. Hence, we have considered the Gaussian

distribution for the weighting factors [Eq. (3.38)] and the quantum number n is very large

satisfying 1 << n0 << n with n0 being the mean quantum number. As discussed earlier, by

using this assumption, we may classify the terms supporting evolution in two groups i.e. the

counter propagating and co-propagating waves [126]. The counter propagating waves arise due

to the superposition of waves traveling in opposite direction. These waves yield small quantum

numbers with magnitude jkn � kmj << kn. Such terms are responsible for classical revivals

viz. the time required by a particle to transverse the classical trajectory. The co-propagating

waves arise due to superposition of waves which are propagating in the same direction, and the

structures which arise due to these waves are produced by large quantum numbers of magnitude

jkn + kmj � 2kn. In this case the group velocity is very large and these terms are nomenclatured

as quantum terms and give birth to quantum revivals. Such revivals are shown in Fig. 3-9-a

and are explicitly well fashioned and symmetric about the Trev=2. The similar patterns are

generated at t > Trev and therefore no change in microstructure or in slopes of canals and

ridges are observed in this �gure.

3.3.4 Breathing Modes in Spatio-Temporal Structure

In order to explicitly discuss the space-time evolution of the driven system, the probability

density expressed in Eq. (3.68) is plotted in Fig. 3-10-b for some longer time. Here, in this

section we will explicitly discuss that not only the revival times but also the micro-structure

of quantum carpets are changed as compared with the un-driven situation. We note three

apparent changes for space-time evolution of driven system: (i) the change in steepness of the

canals and ridges, (ii) Consistently changing times of revivals, and, (iii) appearance of arbitrary
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times of revivals. The �rst point can be addressed by knowing the phase velocities associated

with the canals and ridges. In the Section 3.2.1, we have already discussed the phase velocities

in case of un-driven system. There we found, through Eq. (3.31), that the non-interfering term

containing n = m de�nes the classical probability density. No phase velocities are associated

with these terms so they contribute a constant background in spatio-temporal plots. Here, in

case of un-driven system the term containing n = m in Eq. (3.68) gives rise to constant phase,

2knx� �t = c(constant). (3.71)

To get the phase velocity we di¤erentiate it with respect to time and it yields,

�n=m = �
�

2kn
: (3.72)

Now the phase velocities depend on the Bessel function parameter �. This is still a non-

interfering term but in presence of modulation produces � numbers of ridges having slope

��=2kn for a �xed value of the quantum number n. These lines have zero intercept so all

pass through origin with amplitude jCnj2 f�(�eff ; n; x)=L. This whole term depends on the

corresponding Bessel function [Eq. (3.68)] which further depends on the modulation strength

�eff and its frequency !. As the amplitude is time dependent therefore this term produces an

oscillating background and contributes in marking the boundaries, especially the oscillating one.

The chopping structure that arises in this background is due to non-interfering term containing

n 6= m. The lines marking canals and ridges in Fig. 3-10-b correspond to constant phase

contributions coming from second term of Eq. (3.68). Such (n;m)-dependent constant phase

terms are,

(k2n � k2m)�eff � (kn � km)x� qt� (k2n � k2m)
t

2
= c(constant); (3.73)

and phase velocity, associated with it is,

�n6=m = �
q

(kn � km)
� (k2n � k2m)
2(kn � km)

. (3.74)

Here, q is Bessel function parameter which could either be � or �. This interference term

produces q numbers of straight lines for a �xed value of n 6= m superimposed on an oscillating
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Figure 3-10: Spatio-temporal evolution for the material wave packet in both driven and un-
driven situations. (a) Un-driven system with �eff = 0, shows periodicity in revivals times. In
dimensional system �rst full time of revival is Trev = 63� sec. (b) Driven System with �eff =
0:1, shows delayed structures at times of revivals. By setting real experimental parameters,
�rst full time of revival is T 1�eff = 68� sec :The enlarged insets are the 2:5% of the plots which
shows structural change in canals and ridges.
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background given by n = m terms. The phase velocity associated with these lines depends

on the Bessel function parameter q, modulating frequency ! and quantum numbers n and m.

Mathematically, many combinations of n and m are possible to yield the same numbers which

superimpose these straight lines on each other and makes the beautiful and enhanced structure

of quantum carpets shown in Fig. 3-10-b. Their slopes are given by Eq. (3.74) and amplitudes

are dependent on CnC�m=2L, with corresponding Bessel function expressed in Eq. (3.69). The

value of intercepts for these straight lines are (kn� km)�eff , which also depend on modulation

strength indicated by Eq. (3.68). The intercept points come from variable quantum number n

and m for the �xed values of �eff . In summary, the probability amplitudes are dependent on

small modulation strength �eff , and produce an oscillating structure from n 6= m terms in Eq.

(3.68) superimposed on an oscillating background given by n = m terms. We can see from Fig.

3-10, plotted for �rst revival times, that these parameters produce a visible change in slopes of

canals and ridges. These delayed structures are apparent in the corresponding microstructure

plots of one ridge which is also showing the spread in magnitude of factional revivals in Fig. 3-10.

Here, the e¤ective modulation strength is 0.1 which is well below the global quantum di¤usion

limit of �ceff = 0:15 obtained by sketching the mapping in the neighbourhood of the �xed point

[76]. At the termination point of these canals and ridges wave packet will reappear. We observe

that un-driven system enjoys revival at a time Trev, while the wave packet in driven system is

in the process of state reconstruction at that time. It will revive at a later time di¤erent from

Trev and marked as T 1�eff in Fig. 3-10. It can be calculated following the expression (3.62).

3.4 Experimental Evidences

The presence of revivals and fractional revivals in bound quantum systems were, �rst reported

through numerical simulations of Rydberg atoms [62] and then realized in a number of exper-

iments involving atoms, molecules and many other systems. Valuable reviews are available on

experimental veri�cation of wave packet revivals in literature [28, 27, 64, 65, 129]. In atoms,

the revivals are observed experimentally by constructing the localized Rydberg wave packets.

In such atoms, the large n energy levels are closely spaced such that the energy di¤erence

between successive Redberg levels is approximately �En = 2 � 10�3eV for mean quantum
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level n0 = 50(�n = �1). Short duration laser pulse is used to excite them simultaneously to

a continuum of levels. Laser wavelengths of approximately En = �E0=n20 � 0 for n0 � 1, is

employed that can excite the one-electron atoms like potassium and rubidium having ionization

potential of the order of 4eV . The dynamical behaviour of the wave packet can be explored

with a second laser pulse here, sent with a time delay compared with the �rst one. This sec-

ond, precise, narrow band probe laser performs scanning and produces ionization where the

atomic wave packet�s reduction occurs and these measurement outcomes are always in accor-

dance with the probability assignment. These times are recognized as classical and quantum

revivals of atomic systems. Moreover, several novel experiments have been performed in this

regard [130, 131, 132].

In molecular systems, localization of wave packets are much more easier because of the 1D

nature of the vibrational degree of freedom, as compared with hydrogen-like atomic 3D systems

[129]. These vibrational wave packets are observed, for example, in Iodine molecule I2, Nal

and ICI [133, 134, 135, 136]. It is worth mentioning in this context that the �rst full quantum

mechanical description of a two-level atom with single mode of quantized electromagnetic was

proposed by Jaynes and Cummings and it is being widely used in many physical systems

including description of atom-�eld interactions in cavity QED [137]. The dynamical features of

such two state system have also been explored and the presence of quantum revivals was veri�ed

[138, 139, 140]. Eberly et al. [140] also found the evidence of subsequent revivals which appear

at an integral multiples of the basic quantum revival time. However, between these revivals the

wave packet spreads and clusters into mini packets known as fractional revivals. Interestingly

and most importantly all these revivals and fractional revivals are symmetric in nature including

spatio-temporal aspects. Furthermore, the observations of quantum revivals are not con�ned

to only the atomic and molecular systems. Dynamical features of wave packets have also been

analysed in condensed matter. The periodic collapses and revivals are observed in optical

lattices [141, 142] as well as in the Bose-Einstein Condensates (BEC) [143, 144, 145, 146].
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Chapter 4

Revivals Identi�cation through

Wigner Function and Information

Entropy

Probabilistic nature and the uncertainty principle forbid us to talk about well de�ned trajecto-

ries in quantum mechanics. The time evolution of a quantum system is, however, conveniently

described by means of probability density in position space or in momentum space, which to-

gether de�ne phase space for the physical system. Indeed the urge for understanding quantum

mechanics in phase space has helped much to develop tools, such as, quantum carpets, auto-

correlation function, Wigner function, information entropy etc. for a diverse class of problems

[76, 78, 120, 121, 122, 124, 125, 126]. Since Heisenberg uncertainty principle restricts us to si-

multaneously look at the complementary variables, one wonders if one can obtain the quantum

mechanical analogy of the phase space probability distribution. Eugene P. Wigner, was the

one who addressed this issue and introduced a pseudo or quasi-probability distribution for the

general quantum mechanical state [147].

Another valuable tool, to probe quantum revivals is the information entropy [78, 79]. En-

tropy, as conventionally known, measures the disorder in the system. In quantum mechanics, it

correspondingly measures the uncertainty in the localization of the particle in position space.

The wave packet associated with the particle is whenever well localized, implies the smaller
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uncertainty and consequently the entropy of the system is minimum. So the information about

the position of the particle can be predicted with su¢ ciently high accuracy in the position

space. On the other hand, if position uncertainty related to wave packet is maximum then this

implies that information about the position of the particle is lost. Similarly, in momentum space

entropy measure the uncertainty related to the momentum of the particle. The entropic rela-

tion which incorporates the Heisenberg uncertainty relation was proposed by Bialynicki-Birula

[148, 149]. In this chapter we intend to investigate the revival structures of the Fermi-Ulam

accelerator in Wigner space and identify them by means of information entropy.

4.1 Wigner Distribution

In standard formulation, wave function completely de�nes the quantum systems and through

this knowledge we can explore the observables related to it. However, the wave function 	(x; t)

describing the quantum state, itself is not measurable, but its probability distribution j	(x; t)j2

in space-time, is a measurable positive quantity. By knowing the wave function in position

space one can switch to �(p; t) i.e. the momentum counterpart by using the standard Fourier

transforms,

�(p; t) =
1p
2�

1Z
�1

	(x; t)e�ipxdx. (4.1)

The expectation value of an observable bA is now given as,
D bAE = Z 	�(x; t) bA	(x; t)dx: (4.2)

The classical-quantum connections are usually studied by Ehrenfest�s principle by comparing

the quantum mechanical expectation values of position and momentum space with their classi-

cal counterparts. Similarly through WKB approximation, the quantum mechanical probability

densities can be related to classical probability distribution. Furthermore, through Eq. (4.2),

we can calculate the expectation values either in position or in momentum space. The simulta-

neous measurement of position as well as momentum or the joint expectation value like bA(x; p)
is forbidden in quantum formulism due to uncertainty principle, which makes the point to point

description of phase space problematic in quantum domain. This is because a quantum particle
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cannot possess well de�ned momentum and position simultaneously and therefore, one cannot

de�ne a probability related to its position and momentum. Keeping this in view, infact one

cannot even make a true picture of phase space probability distribution for a quantum me-

chanical entity. However, the functions that resemble to phase space distribution functions are

termed as quasi-probability distribution functions. They are useful not only for study of the

quantum mechanical systems but also provides insight into the connections between classical

and quantum mechanics.

The First proposal on these quasi-probability distributions functions was initiated by E.

P. Wigner, now well known as Wigner distribution. The distribution was initially employed

to study the quantum corrections for classical statistical mechanics [147]. Further, Weyl pro-

posed the correspondence between the classical and quantum mechanical averages, and its

demonstration was given by Moyal who used it to calculate the expectation values of an ob-

servable [150]. Many other quantum mechanical quasi-probability distributions are also in

vogue e.g. the P representation used in quantum optics, are introduced by Glauber and

Sudarshan [151, 152]. The generalized P representation is suggested by Drummond at el.

[153]. Similarly, many other distribution functions were proposed in quantum mechanics by

Margenau and Hill, and by Cohen [154, 155]. Several reviews exists in literature on these

quantum phase-space distributions functions [156, 157, 158]. In this respect an authoritative

review of the quasi-probability distributions functions is written by Wigner himself [159]. The

fundamentals of phase-space distribution functions with applications, their interconnections

along with Wigner distribution function are also nicely explained by Hai-Woong Lee [160].

Many other addressed the Wigner function for a variety of problems using di¤erent approaches

[161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172].In this section we discuss some general

properties of Wigner quasi-probability distribution function. The time dependent wave packet

solutions of Fermi-Ulam model in presence/absence of external modulation are discussed by

focusing on the structure of the Wigner function in case of quantum revivals.
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4.1.1 Wigner Distribution: Fundamentals

Time dependent Wigner quasi-probability distribution for a general quantum state 	(x; t) in

position space is expressed as [147],

P (x; p; t) =
1

2�

1Z
�1

	�(x+ y=2; t)	(x� y=2; t)e�ipydy: (4.3)

Using position space wave function, one can obtain the wave function in momentum space

through Fourier transformation expressed in Eq. (4.1). The equivalent representation of Wigner

distribution in momentum space therefore becomes,

P (x; p; t) =
1

2�

1Z
�1

��(p� q=2; t)�(p� q=2; t)eiqxdq: (4.4)

This result is valid for one dimensional case considering dimensionless ~ as unity. In the case

of more than one dimension, 2� is replaced by (2�)n, where n is the number of variables of

upon which quantum state 	 depends. Similarly, x, y and p in Eq. (4.3) are also n-dimensional

vectors, where py in exponential gives a scalar product and integration goes over to all the

components of y. The time-dependent Wigner distribution in n-dimension thus becomes,

P (x1; ::::xn; p1; :::::pn; t) =
1

(2�)n

1Z
�1

::::

1Z
�1

	�(x1 + y1=2; ::xn + yn=2; t)

�	(x1 + y1=2; ::xn + yn=2; t)e�i(p1y1::::pnyn)dy1:::dyn: (4.5)

Here, we want to discuss some fundamental properties regarding the Wigner probability distri-

bution.

1. It is generally desirable for a probability distribution that it gives real values [160]. For

the Wigner distribution it can be done by taking the conjugate of Eq. (4.3). Thus we get,

P �(x; p; t) =
1

2�

1Z
�1

	(x+ y=2; t)	�(x� y=2; t)e�ipydy: (4.6)
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The change of variable i.e. �y0 = y yields,

P �(x; p; t) =
1

2�

1Z
�1

	(x� y0=2; t)	�(x+ y0=2; t)eipy0dy0 = P (x; p; t): (4.7)

2. The probability distribution in position space can be derived from Wigner distributions

by just integrations over entire momentum space. It then correspondingly gives,

Px(x; t) =

Z 1

�1
P (x; p; t)dp = j	(x; t)j2 . (4.8)

Alternatively, the momentum space probability distribution can be obtained by integrat-

ing the Wigner distribution on position space as,

Pp(p; t) =

Z 1

�1
P (x; p; t)dx = j�(p; t)j2 : (4.9)

These relationships can be derived by using the standard de�nition of the Dirac-Delta

function,

�(z) =
1

2�

Z 1

�1
eikzdk: (4.10)

3. Expectation values of an observable bA such as position, momentum or energy can be

calculated through Wigner distribution following the standard procedure,

D bAE = Z 1

�1
bA(x; p)P (x; p; t)dxdp: (4.11)

4. Two distinct quantum states 	(x; t) and �(x; t) can be expressed using Wigner distribu-

tion as,

P	(x; p; t) =
1

2�

1Z
�1

	�(x+ y=2; t)	(x� y=2; t)e�ipydy (4.12)

and

P�(x; p; t) =
1

2�

1Z
�1

��(x+ z=2; t)�(x� z=2; t)e�ipzdy (4.13)
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and they must satisfy,

1Z
�1

dx

1Z
�1

P	(x; p; t)P�(x; p; t)dp =
1

�
jh	j�ij2 ; (4.14)

which for orthogonal states implies h	j�i = 0.

5. For an eigenfunction of a single stationary state, the Wigner function is time independent

and can be expressed as,

P (x; p) =
1

2�

1Z
�1

	�(x+ y=2)	(x� y=2)e�ipydy: (4.15)

The Wigner function which is the joint probability density of non-commuting observables

may possess the negative values for many quantum mechanical states. But its use as probability

is defended by the assumption that the function will be non-negative whenever employed in

a way that does not violate the uncertainty principle [173, 174, 175]. However, the Wigner

function can be made positive everywhere and the procedure is usually termed as smoothing

of the Wigner function. This can be achieved by a weighting function which itself is a Wigner

transform of a normalized function [175, 176]. This smoothing can alternately be achieved for

all quantum states with a Gaussian distribution whose variance is greater or equal to those of

the minimum uncertainty wave packet [177]. The standard Gaussian wave packet for the free

particle case can be employed to construct the Wigner function using the standard Gaussian

integral [163]. Such a Gaussian solution gives rise to a positive de�nite Wigner function [173,

174]. An interesting result related to the discussion is to express the Wigner function as a linear

combination of two, one-dimensional Gaussians [178]. These two Gaussian are characterized by

di¤erent values of initial positions x01, x02 and initial momentum p01and p02 as,

	g(x) = �	g(x;x01; p01) + �	g(x;x02; p02): (4.16)
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One can construct this linear combination with the help of Eq. (3.23) and can be written as,

	g(x) = �

24 1q
a(
p
2�)

e�(x�x01)
2=4a2eip01(x�x01)=~

35
+�

24 1q
a(
p
2�)

e�(x�x02)
2=4a2eip02(x�x02)=~

35 : (4.17)

The corresponding Wigner function can be constructed by Eq. (4.3) and written as,

P g(x; p) =
1

2�~

h
j�j2 e�(x�x01)2=2a2e�(p�p01)2=2a2

+ j�j2 e�(x�x02)2=2a2e�(p�p02)2=2a2

+2e�(x�x)
2=2a2e�(p�p)

2=2a2

�Ref���ei(x01p02�x02p01)=~e�i(x01�x02)(p�p)=~ei(p01�p02)x=~g
i
; (4.18)

where, x � x01+x02
2 and p � p01+p02

2 . Here, in this case the Wigner function is exhibiting two

sub-peaks connected to the values (x01; p01) and (x02; p02) in phase space. The third term in

the above expression exhibits oscillations which are at the centre in phase space and de�ned by

the average of the position and momentum values [172].

4.1.2 Wigner distribution: Eigenvalue solution

Wigner function, being versatile can be constructed either by using the position or momentum

eigen states of any quantum system. Here, in this section we construct the Wigner function

for the Fermi-Ulam accelerator problem whose eigenfunctions have already been derived in

Eq. (2.63). First, we consider the un-driven situation, the position-space, time-independent

eigenfunctions under un-driven condition (�eff = 0) are,

�n(x) =

r
2

L0
sin

�
n�x

L0

�
: (4.19)
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The position space eigen solutions exhibit parity symmetry about the middle of the well because,

�n(L0 � x) =

r
2

L0
sin

�
n�(L0 � x)

L0

�
= �

r
2

L0
cos(n�) sin

�
n�x

L0

�
= (�1)n+1�n(x)�=0: (4.20)

The momentum space eigenfunction can be retrieved by using the Fourier transform as men-

tioned in Eq. (4.1) and it comes out to be,

�n(p) =

r
1

�L

�
pn

p2 � p2n

��
(�1)neipL � 1

�
. (4.21)

People conventionally use the position space eigenfunctions to discuss the di¤erent phenomena

related to the problems. But the momentum space eigenfunctions and related probability distri-

bution has its own beauty and are equally useful for the visualization of wave packet dynamics

in di¤erent systems [28]. In the coming sections, we will discuss this issue by information en-

tropy in terms of the quantum revivals. The time independent eigenvalue solution in terms of

Wigner function for the un-driven Fermi-Ulam system can be written with the help Eq. (4.3)

as,

P (x; p) =
1

2�

+LZ
�L

��n(x+ y=2)�n(x� y=2)e�ipydy: (4.22)

By using Eq. (4.19), we can express it as,

P (x; p) =

�
1

�L0

� +LZ
�L

sin

�
n�(x+ y=2)

L0

�
sin

�
n�(x� y=2)

L0

�
eipydy: (4.23)

A bit of simpli�cation, then gives,

P (x; p) =

�
1

2�

��
sin (n� � L0p)
(n� � L0p)

+
sin (n� + L0p)

(n� + L0p)
� 2 cos

�
2n�x

L0

�
sin (L0p)

(L0p)

�
: (4.24)

In order to visualize the eigen state solutions for the time independent Fermi-Ulam model, we

consider L0 = 1 and ~ = 1 for simplicity and plotted Wigner functions for the ground state and
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Figure 4-1: Wigner distributions for the un-driven Fermi-Ulam model. In (a) only �rst eigen
state is considered, in (b) n = 10 is taken into account and (c) is plotted for n = 20:
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some excited states i.e. n = 10; and 20. The Wigner function is not a positive-de�nite quantity

for this system as evident from Fig. 4-1. However, the Wigner function for the ground state

n = 1 apparently looks to be positive everywhere, but the small ripples re�ect the negative

probabilities as apparent in the Fig. 4-1-a for the case of n = 10. For the large quantum

numbers i.e. n = 10 or 20 (n >> 1), such structures are more dominant in Fig. 4-1-b,-c. The

central spines along p = 0 is more dominant and the �n-shaped structure around it makes a

fascinating form.

4.1.3 Wigner Distribution: Time dependent wave packet solution

The time dependent wave packet solution for any general quantum system can be constructed

as a linear combination of its eigen states as, 	(x; t) =
P
n
Cn'n(x)e

�iEnt=~. Here, Cn and

En express probability amplitude and eigen energy respectively of the nth eigen state 'n(x).

Hence, the wave packet 	(x; t) solution for the FU system can be written as the superposition

of its eigenfunctions, expressed in Eq. (2.63). The time dependent Wigner function therefore

can be constructed for Fermi-Ulam model as,

P �eff (x; p; t) =
X
n;m

CnC
�
me

�i(n2�m2)�2(t)=2

24 1
2�

+LZ
�L

��m(x+ y=2)�n(x� y=2)e�ipydy

35 : (4.25)

The simpli�ed form of the time dependent Wigner function comes to be,

P (x; p; t) =
X
n;m

CnC
�
me

�i(n2�m2)�2(t)=2P
�eff
m;n (x; p); (4.26)

where,

P
�eff
m;n (x; p) =

1

2�

+LZ
�L

��m(x+ y=2)�n(x� y=2)e�ipydy: (4.27)

The time dependence mainly arises in the exponent of Eq. (4.26) and gives the information

related to the propagation of the wave packet. This temporal information is encoded in the

non-linear function (t) which is de�ned in Eq. (2.64). This section is further divided into

two subsections, �rst we discuss the time dependent Wigner probability distribution in the

un-driven situation and then the case for the driven system is discussed in details.
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Un-Driven Fermi-Ulam Model:

The un-driven Fermi-Ulam model (�eff = 0) physically resembles to the one dimensional box.

Under this situation, the non-linear function (t) simply reduced to t=L20 and the exponential

term describes the the interferences among eigen states of the system. Now one can easily sketch

the quantum revivals as well as fractional revival structures in Wigner phase space under un-

driven conditions. The Wigner distribution for such a system can be written by using the time

dependent eigen state solution from Eq. (4.27) and comes out to be,

P
�eff=0
m;n (x; p) =

1

�

+L0Z
�L0

��m(x+ y=2)�n(x� y=2)e�ipydy; (4.28)

P
�eff=0
m;n (x; p) =

�
1

�L0

� +L0Z
�L0

sin

�
n�(x+ y=2)

L0

�
sin

�
m�(x� y=2)

L0

�
e�ipydy: (4.29)

In explicit form together with Eq. (4.26) it comes out to be,

P �eff=0(x; p; t) =
X
n;m

CnC
�
me

�i(n2�m2)�2t=L0P
�eff=0
m;n (x; p); (4.30)

where,

P �eff=0(x; p) =
1

2�

"
e�i(n�m)�x=L0 sin [(n+m)�=2� pL0]

((n+m)�=2� pL0)

+
ei(n�m)�x=L0 sin[(n+m)�=2 + pL0]

((n+m)�=2 + pL0)

�e
i(n+m)�x=L0 sin[(n�m)�=2 + pL0]

((n�m)�=2 + pL0)

� e�i(n+m)�x=L0 sin[(n�m)�=2� pL0]
((n�m)�=2� pL0)

#
: (4.31)

The Eq. (4.31) together with Eq. (4.30) gives the time dependent Wigner distribution/function

for the un-driven Fermi-Ulam Model. The phenomena of quantum revivals can be observed for

the localized states constructed from higher quantum number eigenfunctions. By selecting the

initial state as Gaussian distribution, the probability amplitude Cn takes the form expressed in
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Eq. (3.23) with x0 as the initial position and a being Gaussian width in position space. In energy

or momentum space, it remains Gaussian as expressed in Eq. (3.24), where, pn = n�~=L0 and

initial momentum p0 = n0�~=L0. By selecting the initial position and momentum one can

see the time evolution of the wave packet in Wigner phase space. The revivals in un-driven

system depend on the exponential factor in Eq. (4.30). For a highly localized wave packet, we

can expand the energy eigenvalues around a large value of mean quantum number n0 keeping

n0 >> 1 as described in Eq. (3.4). This expression compactly de�nes the times of quantum as

well as fractional revivals through Eq. (3.5). The quantum revival time for un-driven system is

denoted by Trev and described in Eq. (3.26) under rescaled parameters i.e. 2M = ~ = L0 = 1

and comes out to be, Trev = 4=�. In section 3.2 it is shown that the �rst quantum revival

will appear at Trev=2 and it is highlighted in the probability density plots there. To be speci�c,

we chose the case for which the initial momentum is taken to be zero whose corresponding

quantum carpet is presented in Fig. 3-1-d and autocorrelation are shown in Fig. 3-3-d. With

these initial conditions we can observe the initial wave packet at t = 0 in the Wigner phase space

as depicted in Fig 4-2-a. This wave packet will revive at Trev=2 as shown in Fig. 4-2-b. It is

apparent that at this time the wave packet is present at the mirror image of the position where

it is placed initially. The quantum revival at this speci�c time can be expressed mathematically

through Eq. (3.16). This is apparent in Fig. 4-2-b but not depicted in the autocorrelation plot

in Fig. 3-3-d . We can, however, observe the same by the shift of observation window in the

autocorrelation plot. The revival at Trev=2 can also be emphasized by utilizing the symmetry

properties of the eigenfunction, shown in Eq. (4.20). Symmetry property confess that, in

position space the wave packet probability density shows j	(x; t+ Trev=2)j2 = j	(L� x; t)j2

as discussed in the section 3.1.1. Whereas, in momentum space the wave packet moves with

opposite momentum value and therefore, reappear in the opposite corner in the Wigner phase

space i.e. j�(p; t+ Trev=2j2 = j�(�p; t)j2. If some initial value of momentum say, p0 = 10� is

provided to the wave packet then, it moves away from the mean momentum value in Wigner

phase space. This change is explicitly observed in the Fig 4-2-c,-d . In Fig. 4-2-c it is apparent

that a positive value of initial momentum is provided to the wave packet but, at half revival time

Trev=2, it will appear with negative value of momentum as presented in Fig. 4-2-d.Fractional

multiples of quantum revival time i.e. pTrev=q, give rise to the mini-wave packets, the replicas
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Figure 4-2: Time dependent un-driven Wigner phase space plots: In (a) we consider initial
momentum p0 = 0 and wave packet is placed at the left corner of the box. In (b) the wave
packet is found at mirror location at t = Trev=2 as compared to initial one. In (c), the initial
location is similar to the one selected in (a) but initial momentum p0 = 10� is provided to wave
packet. This gives a shift to the wave packet on momentum axes in both (c) and (d) at t = 0
and at t = Trev=2 respectively.
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Figure 4-3: Time dependent Wigner Plots at fractional revival times.In (a), at t = Trev=4
showing two smooth mini wave packets in phase space one located at (L0=10; 10�) and other
at its mirror location i.e. (9L0=10;�10�). The oscillations are present at the mean values of
momentum and position in the phase space. In (b), t = Trev=3 is considered.

of the original one with well de�ned phase relations. For example, we consider the fractional

revival times as, Trev=4 and Trev=3 in Fig. 4-3. At t � Trev=4 the wave packet exhibits two

out of phase peaks with equal probability as shown in Fig. 4-3-a. In this case the wave packet

can be written as a linear combination of these out of phase peaks as described in Eq. (3.19)

in position space. In Wigner phase space an interference pattern at the centre is observed

together with two mini out of phase peaks in Fig. 4-3-a. In Fig. 4-3-a we see observing

a Wigner function which is a linear combination of two one-dimensional Gaussian, that are

distinguishable by two di¤erent points in phase space and represented by the Eq. (4.18). The

two mini peaks are marked as, (x01; p01) and (x02; p02) in phase space which are out of phase

from each other. Whereas, the oscillating term is present at the average values of position and

momentum [178]. This oscillation appears due to cross terms in Eq. (4.18). Examples of the

phenomena include coherent states and time frequency analysis [172, 179]. At Trev=3; three

mini-peaks are observed in position space with �ve interesting interference patterns in both

position and momentum spaces as shown in Fig. 4-3-b.
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Driven Fermi-Ulam Model:

Here, we present the time dependent Wigner probability distribution under the driven situation

in FUmodel and elaborate the asymmetric quantum and fractional times of revival. We compare

these asymmetric revivals with the symmetric revival formed in the un-driven situation as

discussed in the previous section. Time dependent Wigner function for any arbitrary value of

the driving parameter �eff is described in equation (4.26) together with Eq. (4.27). Hence,

with the help of Eq. (2.63), we note that Eq. (4.27) transforms to,

P
�eff
m;n (x; p) =

1

�L

+LZ
�L

sin
�m�
L
(x� y=2)

�
e�i(pL+2x@tL)y=L sin

�n�
L
(x+ y=2)

�
dy: (4.32)

In explicit form together with Eq. (4.26) it becomes,

P
�eff
w (x; p; t) =

X
n;m

cnc
�
me

�i(n2�m2)�2(t)=2P
�eff
m;n (x; p); (4.33)

where,

P
�eff
m;n (x; p) =

1

2�

"
e�i(n�m)�x=L sin[(n+m)�=2� pL� 2x@tL]

((n+m)�=2� pL� 2x@tL)

+
ei(n�m)�x=L sin[(n+m)�=2 + pL+ 2x@tL]

((n+m)�=2 + pL+ 2x@tL)

�e
i(n+m)�x=L sin[(n�m)�=2 + pL+ 2x@tL]

((n�m)�=2 + pL+ 2x@tL)

�e
�i(n+m)�x=L sin[(n�m)�=2� pL� 2x@tL]

((n+m)�=2� pL� 2x@tL)

#
: (4.34)

The Eq. (4.34) is the generalized result as it is valid for both driven and un-driven FU model.

The extra phases appearing in the Eq. (4.34), i.e. 2x@tL, are due to extra phase factor present

in the eigen solution namely exp
�
ix2@tL=2L

�
in Eq. (2.63). This extra phase is independent

of quantum numbers and will be cancelled in the position space probability density. However,

the revival times remain una¤ected in the presence or in the absence of these extra phases [76].

Hence, the di¤erence between the Eq. (4.31) and the Eq. (4.34) is the static and oscillating

boundary respectively. Here, the information of periodically oscillating boundary is already
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de�ned in Eq. (2.18). This generalized expression can be reduced to Eq. (4.31) for one dimen-

sional box, provided �eff = 0. From Eq. (4.34), the eigenvalue solutions can also be derived as

expressed in Eq. (4.24) by placing n = m. From here, we can observe straightforwardly that

the wave packet placed at t = 0 gives the time independent Wigner probability distribution in

position-momentum space. This wave packet undergoes constructive and destructive interfer-

ence during its time evolution and revives at latter time T�eff whenever the time dependent

part in Eq. (4.26) i.e. e�i(n
2�m2)�2(t)=2 vanishes. This means that the wave packet revives

in position and momentum space whenever the Wigner function displays the same behaviour

as at t = 0 and t = T�eff i.e. P
�eff
w (x; p; t = 0) = P

�eff
w (x; p; t = T�eff ) [77]. Thus one can

witness the revivals and fractional revivals in Wigner phase space for the driven Fermi-Ulam

model for any kind and strength of oscillation. The (t) is further simpli�ed in a transcen-

dental equation. This Eq. (3.63) predicts the times of quantum and fractional revivals for the

driven Fermi-Ulam accelerator. The roots of this equation give the revival times of the system,

subject to the value of driven parameter �eff . By selecting the value of s a unique revival time

T s�eff of speci�c period can be determined. All the revivals as well as fractional revival times

of un-driven system can be retrieved by placing �eff = 0, which are symmetric around the half

revival time Trev=2 [28, 111, 178]. We consider a particular case when, �eff = 0:1, s = 1; q = 2

and p = 1 (i.e. p < q). Hence, half of the revival time can be calculated numerically by solving

Eq. (3.63) which comes out to be T 1(1=2)�eff
= 0:527Trev. The time in this case is comparatively

longer as compared to un-driven system which is Trev=2. These quantum revival times are

already discussed in section 3.3.1 in Fig. 3-5. These quantum revival times are also shown in

probability density plots in space through Fig. (3-7) and (3-8) for un-driven and driven systems

for comparison.

The Wigner probability distribution is plotted in Fig. 4-4 and Fig. 4-5 for un-driven and

driven systems. The wave packet is placed at left corner of the box i.e. at L=10 with non-zero

momentum initially. First consider Fig. 4-4 which is a comparison of un-driven system with

driven one calibrated under the revival times of un-driven system. The driving parameter is

chosen as �eff = 0:1. The initial conditions provided at t = 0 to both driven and un-driven

systems are similar i.e. the initial location of wave packet is exactly the same. The slight

di¤erence of wave packet revivals is seen at t = T
1(1=8)
�eff

; t = T
1(1=4)
�eff

and t = T
1(1=2)
�eff

when
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Figure 4-4: Wigner probability density plots calibrated under the revival times of un-driven
system: The Gaussian wave packet is initially placed at position x0 = L0=10 in the un-driven
box with initial momentum p0 = 10�. In (a) un-driven system behavior is shown and in (b)
driven system on identical time scale. Here, �eff = 0:1, as used in Fig. 3-5 and L0 = ! = ~ =
T0 = 1;m = 1=2.
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Figure 4-5: Wigner probability density plots calibrated under the revival times of driven system:
The Gaussian wave packet is initially placed at position x0 = L0=10 in the driven box with initial
momentum p0 = 10�. In (a) driven system behavior is shown and in (b) un-driven system on
identical time scale. Here, �eff = 0:1, as used in Fig. 3-5 and L0 = ! = ~ = T0 = 1;m = 1=2.
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comparison is made using Fig. 4-4-a and -b. At t = T
1(1=8)
�eff

the driven wave packet shows

�ve interferences patterns together with four smooth, mini-peaks in Fig. 4-4-a. Whereas, for

un-driven system drawn in Fig. 4-4-b, the wave packet shows dissolution of four mini-peaks

with interferences. This demonstrate that the driven system is in state of fractional revivals

at t = T
1(1=8)
�eff

= 0:126Trev whereas, un-driven system has just lost this state which suggests

that T 1(1=8)�eff
> Trev=8. These di¤erences in revival times are more clear at T

1(1=4)
�eff

in Fig. 4-4-a.

The two smooth, mini-peaks are apparent with dominant interference signatures at the centre.

Whereas, at the time, the un-driven system has lost the same state in corresponding plot. Thus,

the reason we can safely say that T 1(1=4)�eff
> Trev=4. This di¤erence in revival times are apparent

at half revival time when driven system will revive at the mirror location compared to it is

initial location with opposite value of momenta and un-driven system shows spreading in phase

space.

4.2 Information Entropy

Entropy is the central concept of both thermodynamics as well as that of classical statisti-

cal mechanics introduced by Clausius in the mid 19th century. This is a phenomenological

variable which quanti�es the intrinsic irreversibility of the thermodynamical processes. Fur-

ther, Boltzmann linked it with the lack of information about a system and de�ned entropy as,

SB = kB ln �, where � is the number of microstates which have the same macroscopic proper-

ties in a system and kB is the Boltzmann constant. In classical representation of a statistical

system, the microstates are de�ned as points in a continuous 2D-dimensional phase space with

D being the degrees of freedom of the system. Since these microstates cannot be counted in

any meaningful sense therefore, he took the number � as the ratio between the available phase

space volume divided by the volume of a unit cell. Further, this volume of a unit cell is recog-

nized as ~D with ~ being Planck�s constant. Now considering the volume phase space 
, the

number of microstates come to be � = 
=~D. Before further enumeration of the concept of

quantum entropy, it seems appropriate here to discuss another form of the classical entropy

that was introduced by Shannon [180]. He linked the concept of information gain with that of

the entropy. He assumed a random source with an event space, X, comprising N symbols with
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corresponding probabilities pi (i = 1; 2; :::N). Shannon�s entropy function SN is de�ned as,

SN = �K
NX
i=1

pi log pi; (4.35)

where K is an arbitrary positive de�nite number. This classical de�nition of Shannon�s entropy

was further transformed into quantum mechanical scenario by Von Neumann with the help

of density matrix approach. In quantum mechanics, the concept of microstates is described

through wave function of the system which contains all information about the system. There

are huge number of microstates in one macrostate of a system but the discreteness, inherited

by quantum mechanics can be used to handle it.

A quantum mechanical system, in most general approach, is described by a density ma-

trix. A positive de�nite Hermitian operator � in term of density matrix must have unit trace.

The standard de�nition of entropy in quantum mechanics, a generalized form of Bolzmann�s

expression, is termed as Von Neumann entropy and expressed as,

SV N = �Tr(� ln �): (4.36)

In general practice, the diagonalization of � is compulsory to compute its algorithm, an ex-

tremely di¢ cult task in itself. The properties of the Von Neumann entropy will be discussed

latter in this section. Here, if we consider that �i � 0 are the eigenvalues of the density matrix

� then, sum of overall eigenvalues must be equal to unity (
P
i �i = 1). In this case the Von

Neumann entropy can be written as,

SV N = �
X
i

�i ln�i: (4.37)

Therefore, SV N � 0, and the equality holds only if we have complete information of the system.

The classical Shannon entropy is a natural measure of the amount of uncertainty related to

the measurement for pairs of observables, discrete and continuous. The same property holds

on the equal footings for a quantum system in pure state. The related entropic versions which

incorporate Heisenberg uncertainty principle for �nite and in�nite systems have therefore re-

ceived due attention in the literature [181, 182, 183]. The properties related to entropy and its
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di¤erent forms are dealt in depth by Wehrl [184]. Comprehensive reports on its role in quantum

information theory as well as in statistical mechanics are also available in literature [185, 186].

It is shown that entangled systems possess negative (virtual) entropy which leads to the concept

of quantum nonseparability [187]. Entropy can also be used as measure of uncertainty of the

probability distribution of a random variable [188]. Von Neumann entropy is used to derive

several entanglement criteria for bipartite continuous variable quantum systems which are also

useful in experimental veri�cations of entanglement [189, 190, 191, 192]. Moreover, the time

dynamics of a quantum system can also be examined by means of information entropy. The

systems like the free Gaussian wave packet, wave packet in monochromatic electromagnetic �eld

and wave packet tunneling through a � barrier can be mentioned in this regard [193].

We want to probe the dynamical features of wave packet speci�cally the quantum revivals

by information entropy. We are keen to observe the time at which the wave packet will regain

its original shape. Despite the versatile de�nitions and representations that entropy has, here

we consider the simplest one i.e. entropy as the measure of disorder. Of course when it can

measure the disorder in a system it can equally measure the order also. In quantum mechanics,

information of wave function will describe its probability distribution in position as well as in

momentum space. Given the position space probability distribution P (x), we can de�ne the

di¤erential entropy as,

Sx = �
Z
P (x) lnP (x)dx: (4.38)

The position space information entropy thus measures the uncertainty in the localization of the

particle in space. Whenever the wave packet is more converged in position space, the uncertainty

related to it, is minimum and the entropy is also minimum. This means that wave packet is

well localized or is orderly con�gured. As the wave packet spreads in space, the uncertainty

related to its position increases which, implies the increase in the information entropy. Thus

the information entropy gives an account of spreading and the recollection of an initially well

localized wave packet during its time evolution. In momentum space if P (p) is the probability

distribution then the corresponding information entropy is,

Sp = �
Z
P (p) lnP (p)dp: (4.39)
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Since the uncertainty is distributed between momentum and position spaces so, the entropic

uncertainty is de�ned as,

Sx + Sp � 1 + ln�: (4.40)

This inequality is a generalization of the standard variance-based Heisenberg uncertainty rela-

tion [148, 149]. This expression will have minimum value i.e. equality for the Gaussian wave

packet. However, during the time evolution of the Gaussian wave packet the sum of the posi-

tion and momentum entropies remains greater or equal to 1+ ln�. The upper limit is achieved

when a Gaussian wave packet is maximally deformed or found in collapse phase contrary to

the autocorrelation function which achieves the minimum value. Whereas, the wave packet

will revive if it attains the minimum value by entropic sums de�ned in Eq. (4.40). This is

also opposite to autocorrelation which at revival, get maximized to unity. This tool of infor-

mation entropy is more powerful as compared to autocorrelation function because in former

case information about both position and momentum spaces is manipulated through a single

expression. Especially it predicts clearer picture of some fractional revivals as compared to the

autocorrelation function [78]. Based on Rényi uncertainty relation, Rényi entropy is formulated

and used for prediction of fractional revivals of simple quantum systems like harmonic oscilla-

tor, in�nite square well and quantum bouncer [79]. The asymptotic behaviour of Shannon and

Rényi entropies for power-type potential of a single particle systems are investigated within the

semiclassical approximation [194]. Time dependence of joint entropy is also discussed in simple

harmonic and damped oscillator systems using wave function obtained through the Feynman

path integral method [195].

Wave packet revivals by means of information entropy are not yet explored for the driven

systems. Here, we want to observe asymmetric revivals by information entropy and compare

them with the un-driven situation for the Fermi-Ulam accelerator model. On the other hand

Wigner phase space provides us the facility to observe the quantum dynamics both in position

as well as in momentum spaces. We also explore how a joint probability distribution function

can be used to express the joint information entropy of this system.
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4.2.1 Quantum Revivals by Time Dependent Information Entropy

The wave packet of the Fermi-Ulam accelerator in position space is described through Eq.

(2.65), with the non-linear time scale given by Eq. (2.64). The time dependent probability

density in position space expressed in Eq. (3.67) for this system is being rewritten here for

convenience in explicit form as,

P (x; t) =
X
n;m

2cnc
�
m

L
sin
�n�x
L

�
sin
�m�x

L

�
exp

�
� i(n

2 �m2)�2(t)

2

�
. (4.41)

The probability density in momentum space can be written by using the Fourier representation

of Eq. (2.63) or directly from Eq. (4.41). The momentum space eigenfunctions for Fermi-Ulam

accelerator can be retrieved by using the standard Fourier transformation as,

�n(p; t) =
1p
2�

1Z
�1

�n(x; t)e
�ipxdx (4.42)

and it comes out to be,

�n(p; t) =

r
1

�L

�
pn

p2 � p2n

��
(�1)neipL � 1

�
e�in

2�2(t)=2. (4.43)

From these eigenfunctions one can construct the wave packet in momentum space as, 	(p; t) =P
n
an�n(p; t). Here the probability amplitude an is considered Gaussian in momentum space.

Further, we can write the probability density in the momentum space as,

P (p; t) =
X
n;m

2ana
�
m

�L

�
pnpm

(p2 � p2n) (p2 � p2m)

�
�
(�1)n+m + 1�

�
(�1)neipL + (�1)me�ipL

��
e�i(n

2�m2)�2(t)=2: (4.44)

The position and momentum space probability densities expressed in Eq. (4.41) and Eq. (4.44)

respectively are used to determine the time dependent information entropy which can be ex-

pressed as,

S(t) = �
Z
P (x; t) lnP (x; t)dx�

Z
P (p; t) lnP (p; t)dp: (4.45)
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Furthermore, P (x; t) and P (p; t) are probability densities in position space P (x; t) = j	(x; t)j2,

and in momentum space P (p; t) = j�(p; t)j2. During time evolution of a wave packet the

probability density is distributed between position and momentum spaces through Heisenberg

uncertainty principle. The information of the position and momentum spaces are integrated

out in Eq. (4.45). However, the information of the propagation of wave packet depends on

the time evolution term mainly. A well localized wave packet, initially in Gaussian shape, is

placed in between the two walls with one wall executing periodic oscillation. At t > 0, the

wave packet starts evolving with time and spreads in position and momentum spaces. During

its evolution it may undergoes constructive and destructive interferences. The time taken by

the wave packet to regains its original shape after a collapse is revival time for the modulated

system i.e. t = T�eff . At this revival time the information entropy reduces to the minimum

value as wave packet is in complete ordered shape i.e. S(T�eff ) = S(0).

We observe the long time evolution of the quantum as well as fractional revivals by means

of information entropy in the driven Fermi-Ulam system. This provides information about

the time evolution of the system. The information entropy de�ned in Eq. (4-6) requires the

probability in position and momentum space which is de�ned in Eq. (4.41) and Eq. (4.44)

respectively and collectively expressed in Eq. (4.45). The relationship de�ned in Eq. (4.40)

is the minimum bound on the entropic values whereas, the upper bound is unde�ned. For a

quantum system whose overall energy remains constant, this upper bound value remains �nite.

This minimum value of the entropic sum implies that the maximum information is available

about the quantum state at that particular time or it is well de�ned that we termed as the

revival. On the other hand the maximum value of the entropic sum implies that most of the

information about the quantum state is missing and the scenario is termed as collapse. The

maxima and minima of these entropic sums are opposite to that of the autocorrelation function

described in Eq. (3.43). The eigenfunctions of the Fermi-Ulam system de�ned in Eq. (2.63)

obey orthonormality and hence, the autocorrelation of this system can be written with the help

of Eq. (3.64) where, (t) is de�ned in Eq. (2.64). Moreover, autocorrelation described in Eq.

(3.64) depends on the mean position and momentum and except these values autocorrelation

is unable to mark the revivals. This is apparently depicted at half revival time, as described in

the previous section. At this particular time, the wave packet will revive at the mirror location
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to the position where it was placed initially with opposite value of momentum. As this revival

lies not on the initially selected mean position so cannot pop up in autocorrelation [28, 80].

On the other hand, the information entropy became independent from position and momentum

space as described by Eq. (4.45) and cover the whole space. Furthermore entropic measures

exhibit each and every revival in more e¢ cient way no matter where it happens in space. The

revival structure by information entropy is plotted in Fig. 4-6 by selecting the initial position

of the wave packet at middle of the un-driven Fermi-Ulam system with zero initial momentum.

In comparison, we also plotted the autocorrelation function. The autocorrelations is similar as

plotted in Fig. (3-4) for the un-driven case. In this �gure the revivals, marked by the dashed,

black vertical lines are indicated by peaks in the autocorrelation plot on the other hand, in

entropic representation these are indicated by dips. The blue, dashed, thick vertical lines, are

indicating that revivals which are totally invisible in autocorrelation whereas, in entropic plot,

they are indicated as fractional revivals. Some more, blue, dashed, lighter vertical lines which

are indicating the decreasing trend of autocorrelation function actually designates fractional

revivals as suggested by entropic measurement. The green vertical lines are indicating such

fractional revivals which are present in the autocorrelation but not quite apparent in �rst

glance. The overall structure of Fig. 4-6 is hinting so many other fractional revivals which have

no evident traces in the autocorrelation plot.

The quantum revivals by time dependent entropic formulism for the driven case of Fermi-

Ulam model are shown in Fig. 4-7. The autocorrelation and information entropy of un-driven

system with �eff = 0 is indicated by the black dotted curves on the same time scale are shown

in this �gure. This shows that a driven system require more time to exhibit all quantum and

fractional revivals as compared to un-driven system. These revivals as well as fractional revival

times can be equivalently predicted by the Eq. (2.64) under consideration that � � L0. The

long time behaviour shows that, in the presence of driving force, all the revival structures are

not at equidistant from each and they rather leads to asymmetric pattern depending on the

strength of the driving force [80]. However, the whole scenario exhibit symmetric behaviour if

the driving force diminishes to zero and results become thoroughly consistent with the previous

results present in literature [78, 28].
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Figure 4-6: Comparison of autocorrelation (above) and information entropy (below) vs. time
in un-driven : Quantum revival as well as many fractional revivals are evident in entropic
plot especially at (1=16); (3=16); (5=16) and (7=16) fractional revival times are not apparent
in autocorrelation and indicated by thick, dotted, blue vertical lines. Here, we chose initial
position x0 = L0=2 and initial momentum p0 = 0 where, modulation parameter �eff = 0.
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Figure 4-7: Comparison of autocorrelation (above) and information entropy (below) vs.
time: Quantum revival as well as fractional revivals are evident in entropic plot especially
T
1(1=16)
�eff ; T

1(3=16)
�eff ; T

1(5=16)
�eff and T 1(7=16)�eff ; which are not explicitly apparent in autocorrelation and

are indicated by thick, dotted, blue vertical lines. Here, we have placed the wave packet at
the center of the box i.e. x0 = L0=2 with p0 = 0 and modulation parameter is taken to be
�eff = 0:1.
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4.3 Information Entropy and Wigner function: Mutual connec-

tivity

The information entropy, quantum interferences leading to collapse and revival phenomena of a

wave packet, and a link between the two are of special interest in our present discussion in the

Fermi-Ulam accelerator. We may investigate the time evolution of a quantum state by means

of Leipnik entropy, which is,

Sj(t) = �
Z
P (x; t) lnP (x; t)dx�

Z
P (p; t) lnP (p; t)dp� lnhD=N : (4.46)

The simpli�ed Leipnik entropy is obtained from the non-negative classical Gibbs-Shannon en-

tropy de�ned as [196, 197],

S(t) = � 1

N !

Z 1

�1
fL(x; p; t) ln

h
hD=NfL(x; p; t)

i
dxdp; (4.47)

where,

fL(x; p; t) = P (x; t)P (p; t) > 0: (4.48)

Furthermore, P (x; t) and P (p; t) are marginal distribution functions, in position space P (x; t) =

j	(x; t)j2, and in momentum space P (p; t) = j�(p; t)j2, obtained from Wigner distribution ex-

pressed in Eq. (4.3). In Eq. (4.47), N de�nes the number of particles, D expresses the

associated degrees of freedom, and h = 2�~ is the Planck�s constant. Interestingly, by consid-

ering a scaling where h � 1, we reduce the Leipnik entropy to Shannon entropy of classical

information theory [193] which is expressed in Eq. (4.45). The information entropy de�ned

in Eq. (4.46) requires the probability in position and momentum space. The Wigner function
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expressed in the Eq. (4.34) gives the probability density in momentum space as,

P
�eff
n;m (p) =

1

2�

"�
ei(n�m)�=L � 1

�
sin[(n+m)�=2 + pL]

(i(n�m)�=L) ((n+m)�=2 + pL)

�
�
e�i(n�m)�=L � 1

�
sin[(n+m)�=2� pL]

(i(n�m)�=L) ((n+m)�=2� pL)

�
�
ei(n+m)�=L � 1

�
sin[(n�m)�=2 + pL]

(i(n+m)�=L) ((n�m)�=2 + pL)

+

�
e�i(n+m)�=L � 1

�
sin[(n�m)�=2� pL]

(i(n+m)�=L) ((n+m)�=2� pL)

#
; (4.49)

when integrated over position space. Similarly the probability density in the position space can

be retrieved from Eq. (4.34) by integration over momentum space which comes out to be,

P
�eff
n;m (x) =

2

L
sin
�n�x
L

�
sin
�m�x

L

�
: (4.50)

Here in Eq.(4.49) we ignore the the extra phases appeared in the Eq. (4.34), namely 2x@tL.

This extra phase factor arises due to an overall phase which is present in the eigen solution i.e.

exp
�
ix2@tL=2L

�
in Eq. (2.63). It is already discussed that such a global phase is cancelled out

in the position space probability density. However, the e¤ect of extra phase factor arising in

driven system can be analyzed through information entropy under long time evolution. The

information entropy in presence and in absence of this extra phase factor is plotted in Fig. 4-8

and is indicated with red structures. It is evident that entropic measure for the both with extra

phase factor or in absence of phase factor shows similar behaviour. The di¤erence of this phase

factors however, is plotted in the bottom of Fig. 4-8. This di¤erence is quite small and can

be ignored. This di¤erence also indicate that at revival times the contribution of these extra

phase factors vanish. These extra phases are independent from quantum numbers and have no

physical contributions in revival times. In summary it is observed that by information entropy

we can probe those fractional revivals which are not depicted in autocorrelation plots. It is

demonstrated that Fermi-Ulam system shows dynamical features in quantum and fractional

revival structure depending on the modulation strength. These dynamical revivals are unique

and can be predicted through Eq. (3.63) which shows an almost random behaviour.
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Figure 4-8: Information entropy vs. time: Parameters are same as in Fig. 4-7 but calculated
directly from the joint distribution function (Wigner function). The red entropic curve contains
both calculations i.e. with and without of extra phase which arises in Eq. (2.63).The lowest
most �gure shows the di¤erence of this extra phase throug its inclusion or exclusion. This
di¤erence is less than 0:1% in overall result.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

Wave packet, in compliance with the uncertainty principle, is one of the core concepts of the

quantum theory with a long history covering both fundamental as well as technical issues.

The present thesis discusses the spatio-temporal aspect of wave packet dynamics and related

phenomena under the Fermi-Ulam accelerator model. In the �rst chapter we have brie�y

presented the historical overview about the wave function, the construction of wave packet

and the consequent utilization of the phenomenon through technological advancement in the

�eld of quantum optics. Apart from single atoms, the wave packet dynamics has also been

experimentally realized recently in much larger Bose-Einstein condensate systems.

In chapter 2, we elaborate on the Fermi-Ulam accelerator in mathematical perspective,

both in classical and quantum domain. We chose this esteemed model to observe its quantum

dynamics because, under static conditions, this system resembles with simple quantum system

well known as one dimensional box. On the other hand, under periodic oscillations at one

boundary, this system shows rich dynamical features from regular to stochastic and further to

chaotic domain in classical phase space. In this chapter we have comprehensively sketched the

classical description of Fermi-Ulam model and have reproduced its exact mapping. Further,

it is shown that the Fermi-Ulam mapping can be reduced to standard mapping by linearizing

around the �xed points in phase space and correspondence between both mappings have also

been pointed out. It is demonstrated that the regular regions of dynamics emerge from the

stochastic regions in classical phase space and, subsequently transform into chaotic regions by

increasing the external force on the system. Moreover, in this chapter, we have also presented the
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quantum mechanical treatment of the Fermi-Ulam model on the basis of the Floquet solutions.

Floquet equation is a versatile equation based on an ansatz suggesting that the eigen energy

can be expanded by Taylor series under the external perturbation. This treatment leads to an

approximate solution of the problem. However, a near ideal eigen solution of the problem can

be retrieved by using a speci�c group of transformations. In this approach, time dependent

Schrödinger equation is solved under moving boundary conditions for the problem. Now the

rescaling transformations are invoked that e¤ectively replace the moving boundary with the

�xed one but, on the other hand running time is also rede�ned as a nonlinear function of the

continuously changing boundary. It should, however, be noted that under these transformations

the average energy of the system remains conserved. This treatment of the problem is very

comprehensive in the sense that it gives the eigenfunctions of the problem. On the basis of such

transformations, a modi�ed version of Fermi-Ulam system is discussed which is experimentally

realizable under prevailing scenario of atom-�eld interaction. It is farther emphasized that

through the proposed experimental scheme, one can observe the wave packet dynamics based

on recent technological tools being employed in the magneto-optical trapping and cooling of

atoms [76].

This model of the mathematical treatment discussed and utilized here, is also currently be-

ing utilized in the context of rapidly expanding one-dimensional quantum piston. We consider

the gradual steady expansion of the one boundary whereas Quan et.al.[198] assumed the rapid

expansion of the one boundary by taking into account just the two positions, i.e. the initial

one and the expanded one to act like a quantum piston. Now, utilizing the treatment of the

Schrödinger equation under this rapid expansion, they found that the wave function is decom-

posed into two parts i.e. one static and the other dynamic, which leads to the interpretation

of particle-piston collision. They used this treatment to validate the quantum nonequlibirum

work relations at an arbitrary �nite speed of the piston [199]. This current work con�rms

that this treatment of Fermi-Ulam model is versatile and can be used to explore the funda-

mental principles not only related to quantum mechanics but also to the statistical mechanics.

Our treatment is, however relatively more general in the context that it can be stretched to

cover-up any type of periodic motion. Hence, one may map the periodic motion of the wall by

the triangular function, sawtooth behaviour or a function like rectangular pulse. In this way
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the constant, linear or abrupt motion can be envisioned in a straight forward manner. Thus

the work may further be amended and one may place a variety of wave packets including the

one formed out of BEC samples, under this situation and investigate the corresponding rich

quantum mechanical features emerging out of unitary dynamics [200].

Chapter 3 presents the general mathematical aspect of quantum revivals in the driven and

un-driven Fermi-Ulam model. At quantum revival time, wave packet resurrects itself classically

but before this time it undergoes interferences which have no classical analogy whatsoever.

These interferences correspondingly produce many fractional revival structures. It is demon-

strated that the initial position as well as initial momentum of to the wave packet play a highly

crucial role in exhibiting the revival and fractional revivals. The times required to witness com-

plete quantum as well as fractional revivals cannot be predicted by usual ways in driven system

due to the evident spread in energy structure. In this scenario, the wave packet will undergo a

continuous disturbance during its evolution; therefore, it is observed that the times of quantum

revivals as well as fractional revivals get amended. It is noted that these driven-revivals are not

at equidistance in time which is in contrast with the un-driven situation. In un-driven situation,

times of successive revivals are integer multiple and fractional revivals are half integer multiple

of the �rst quantum revival time. However, in the driven system they do not appear in a simple

fashioned, symmetric way and can only be predicted through a transcendental equation whose

solution mainly depends upon the strength of the external driving force. In preset monograph,

a comprehensive mathematical technique is proposed to calculate these hitherto unpredictable

times of quantum and fractional revivals. Further, a graphical way is also proposed to observe

these revival times. These times of revivals are found generally asymmetric in nature [76]. Al-

though consecutive times of revival of the initially well localized wave packet do show marked

variations in time interval in the presence of weak modulation, they, however, display an overall

periodicity when viewed for a comparatively long span covering many times of revivals. In

case where the ratio between the time period of wall oscillation and the quantum revival time,

expressed as ��=��, is a rational number, the wave packet revival times shows an explicit peri-

odicity after ���number of revival times over a total of ���wall oscillations. In order to visualise

these predicted driven revivals two standard tools, autocorrelation and quantum carpets have

been employed in present study. Furthermore, the beauty and the predictive power of these
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quantum carpets attract anyone and the theme in itself is the �eld of study now. The quantum

carpets arise due to quantum interference phenomena, with no classical analogue available.

Comparing the quantum carpet structure of driven and un-driven system one can judge, just

in a glance, that time of revivals are shifted. Moreover, the micro-structures also go through

apparent modi�cations and are discussed at length. These micro changes consequently yield

amended phase velocities associated with the canals and ridges in the driven framework. These

quantum carpet morphologies can exhibit even more fascinating structures if two or more than

two wave packets associated with the particles of either similar or di¤erent masses are placed in

the driven/un-driven box. It is expected that this intricate environment will lead to inter and

intra interferences between the wave packets and creates appreciable structural changes in the

quantum carpets [200]. The time of quantum revival for such a relatively complicated system

may vary with the change of initial conditions i.e. initial spatial locations as well as the initial

momentum of the respective wave packets. Recently two narrow Gaussian wave packets asso-

ciated with two particles of di¤erent masses are considered to hint out at the existence of the

non-entangling channels for multiple collisions. It is shown that, under certain conditions, the

multiple collisions within each channel do not lead to entanglement between the two particles,

a counterintuitive result under usual quantum interactional logic [201].

In chapter-3 it is further stressed that only the quantum revivals are present together with

the classical periodicity in Fermi-Ulam accelerator. However, traces of super revivals or higher

order revivals are not found in driven or un-driven FU model. This owes to the fact that the

eigen energy of both the systems have quadratic dependence on the eigen number. However,

presence of super revival becomes evident if the particle velocity is considered to be comparable

with the velocity of light [202]. This slightly relativistic case is discussed and the resulting

super revival time are calculated for un-driven system [203]. Present work can also be extened

to deal this case and premilinary results shows that the quantum carpets corresponding to

such a system depict the noteable changes in slopes of canals and ridges that have also been

elaborated therein. People however, have reservations in dealing with the relativistic e¤ect in

one dimensional box [204]. So far they have chosen the Dirac equation in one dimension and

have taken the moving particle to be con�ned in a �xed circle. Thus, only under this condition,

the quantum revivals and the related space time structures for the relativistic particle are
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discussed. Furthermore, on experimental front, the phenomena named as quantum scarring

which leads to quantum carpet like structure is also investigated with the relativistic velocities

con�ned by the graphene structure whose classical dynamics are chaotic [205]. It is suggested

for the future investigations to explore these novel features in a dynamical-billiard like scenario

[206]. Such a dynamical billiard has time dependent boundary in both major and minor axis

that vary with time. For this speci�c problem, we have much parametric variation available at

hand and, as its special case, the circular billiard can be retrieved. Hence for such a situation

we can apply this treatment of time dependent Schrödinger equation to derive the eigenvalues

of the system. Therefore employing present methodology one can also derives the near to exact

quantum revivals in this time dependent system.

In general autocorrelation is a good tool to discuss the dynamical features of the wave packet

but the treatment is far from being a comprehensive one [207]. As the quantum phenomenon

trades o¤ its uncertainty between position and momentum spaces, the autocorrelation becomes

ine¢ cient and ine¤ective to grasp the whole phase space dynamics in its holistic entirety. This

issue is addressed in chapter-4 by using the attractive tools of Wigner function and the in-

formation entropy to identify the revival patterns in the similar model. Wiger phase space

distribution covers the whole space in either of the complementary variables i.e. position and

momentum, keeping the validity of uncertainty relation intact. It is demonstrated mathemati-

cally that the revivals which are not apparent via autocorrelation become prominent in Wigner

phase space. It is worth noting that the interesting features do appear in the fractional revivals

structures i.e. smooth mini-wave packets with interference signatures in Wigner space. The

appearance of these interference patterns can be justi�ed by constructing a state vector which

is a linear combination of Gaussians having di¤erent positions and momentum [77]. In Wigner

phase space this state vector will exhibit two types of terms, i.e. the pure Gaussians terms

and the terms exhibiting oscillations. These pure Gaussian terms exhibit smooth mini-wave

packets preserving their original position and momentum in Wigner phase space. Whereas,

the locations of oscillations in phase space can be identi�ed by the mean values of positions

and momena of the contributing individual Gaussians. The oscillations will appear in position

space if all the contributing Gaussians have similar momentum values. Alternatively it will be

exhibited in momentum space if all the contributing Gaussians have similar position values.
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These oscillations will appear in both momentum as well as position spaces if all the contribut-

ing Gaussians have distinct momentum and position values. The Wigner function is the joint

probability density of non-commuting observables and may possess the negative values in many

quantum mechanical states. But it is discussed that Gaussian distribution whose variance is

greater or equal to those of the minimum uncertainty wave packet gives purely positive Wigner

distribution. This joint probability distribution is further connected with information entropy.

Here, the conditional von Neumann entropy is not useful because it vanishes for all times t.

The concept of joint entropy proposed by Leipnik is however, very fruitful in present situation

to quantify the evolution of pure quantum states. Furthermore, we have utilized this quantum

entropic formulism to identify the fractional revivals and it is presented in comparison with

autocorrelation [77]. As quantum entropy cover both spaces position as well as momentum so

it suitably predicts all revivals, when and where they happen. The rich pattern of fractional

revivals are observed by information entropy and many new fractional revivals are observed

both in driven and un-driven system. All these fractional revivals are predictable through the

transcendental equation [76]. Thus as a conclusion of this section one can safely say that the

Wigner as well as information entropy both serve as excellent revealing tools and remarkably

depict the concept of asymmetric revivals in driven Fermi-Ulam system.
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